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PREFACE 

This document was prepared to supplement the Cangres- 
sional Budget Office's background paper, "Reducing the 
Federal Budget: Strategies and Examples," February 1980. 
The CEO report identifies possible ways to reduce Federal 
spending and increase Federal revenues. 

Because GAG has issued reports relevant to many of 
these areas of possible savings and increased rever!ues, 
it considered that congressional purposes would be served 
by preparing a single document consclLdating CEC's ana- 
lyses with discussions of GAO's work bearir.g on the same 
issues. 

If you are interested in obtaining additional infor- 
mation on the matters discussed or ccples of the GAO r~- 
ports cited in this supplement, please contact our Office 
of Congressional Relations on 275-5388. 

C;‘bmptroller General 
of the United States 

i. 
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Managetient Elficiencies. Savings could be made through consolidating 

programs, ending duplication, 
ferreting out fraud and abuse, and im- 

proving program administration. 



STRdTEGIT I: l!fAHAGefIirn EFFICIENCIES CBO 2ro;,osal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millfoas of dollars) Five-Year 

1981. - 1982 1983 1984 1985 - e. e e - Savfngs 

325 3% 375 400 440 1,890 

One possible means of reducfng the cost of pubUc assistance 
programs wouLd be to establish a. uationwide monthly income re-- 
porting. system, along with a one-month retrospective accounting 
systems In the current system, the various programs use several 
differezxt accounting periods. The Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI) pcogratr calculates benefits on the basis of income expected 
over the coming quarter (quarterly prospecrfve), the Aid to 
Families. with Dependent Children (AFDC) program has no specific 
rules- but is usually monthly prospective, and the food stamp 
program is m0nt.hJ.y prospective. Reporting. changes in income 

status ts usually a. respoasibility of the reci.pient between 
periods of recertfficarfon. 

This proposdt would determine each month's benefits on the 
bas,is of the prev-lous mouth's income. The recipient would be 
required to mail a monthly income status form to the public 
assistance office before. benefits were calculated and a check 
mailed- A 1976-1977 piLot program suggests. that 'such changes 
could result not only in budgetary savings but also in simplified 
eligibility deeermination,. more rapid processing o.f initial 
applications, and‘ increased responsiveness to changing needs 
of recipients. 

P 

The major savings. would be generated through the monthly 
reporting requirement, which would reveal changes In income not 
reported or detected under the current discretionary system. 
Such a: system wmdd improve the efficiencp of program operation 
through more accurate calcuLationa of benefits for those with 
fluctuating Incomes. and by more rapid elimination of those: who 
have become: ineligible- 

,, 

Sf46Y 0 - 80 - 3 2. 



Administrative Enprovements in 

Public Assistance Programs 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views. 

Historically, recipients of public assistance benefits 
have been reluctant to report changes in their circumstances 
that may reduce their benefit level. Our work has shown 
that even when changes in circumstances are reported promptly 
by the recipients, the administrative agency may fail to ad- 
just benefits promptly. For example, recent quality control 
findings for the AFDC program show that about one-third of 
all case errors are due to the recipients' failure to report 
and about another one-third are due to the agency's failure 
to act promptly.- We believe that monthly reporting along 
with a l-month retrospective accounting system would go a 
long way toward reducing these errors4 In our May 1978 re- 
port to the Chairmen, Senate Committee on Finance and House 
Committee on Ways and Means, we pointed out that if SST bene- 
fits were determined on a monthly retrospective basis, over- 
payments would be,decreased by about $40 million annually. 

In commenting on recent major welfare reform proposals, 
we have expressed our concern about requiring all recipients 
to report monthly primarily because of (1) the sheer volume 
of reports that must be processed accurately and timely so 
recipients' benefits are not delayed or suspended and (2) 
the fact that certain types of recipients (SSI for example) 
expr$ssed infrequent changes in circumstances so monthly 
reporting would serve no real value, Sy limiting the num- 
ber of recipients. reporting montihly, the volume of reports 
decreases and becomes more manageable. 

The Social Welfare Reform Amendments of 1979 (H.R, 
4904) call for a system of monthly reporting and retro- 
spective accounting for the AEDC program- The House passed 
B*R.. 4904 on November T,- 1979Tr and the Senate Committee on 
Einance. is expected to consider the: bilI i.n 1980.. Our past 
work wouLd support these legislative changes to the AFDC 
pr0gZSRh 



Relevant,;~blAB:,..Re~~rts. 

Review of the Better Jobs and Income Bill (BRD-78-110, 5-23-78) 

Letter Report: Substantial Overpayments to SSI,RecfpSents 
Occur Because SSA Determines Ellglblllty and 
Benefit Amounts on a Prospective Quarterly 
Basis (HRD-78-114, 5-26-78) 

Letter Report: Comments on Welfare Reform P~oposals.to z?- 
plify and Streamline the Admlnlstratlon 
Welfare (HR8-Bill-lo, B-192083, 7-20-78) 



Refora of the Wage Board Pay System CBO Proposal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ----- Savings 

260 6LO 780 870 9.50 3,470 

The hourly rates of federal wage board (blue-col.l.ar) workers - 
are adjusted annually in an attempt to maintain comparability 
with wage rates paid by the private sector in the same Locality; 
Uuder certain provisions of current laws and regulations, IlOW- 

ever, the 400,000 federal wage board workers may receive about 8 
percent more than their private-sector counterparts In similar 
fobs, with a few extitled to as much as 20 percent more. Recent 
limits ou federal pay raises have reduced such differences over 
private-sector rates, but the laws and reguLatfons rerpain. 

The Administration has repeatedly recommended changes in the 
wage board system in order to eliminate. the 8 percent differen- 
tial- If the changes are enacted, the five-year outlay savings 
through 1985 could approach $3.5 bfllion. This estimate of 
savings assumes, however, that federal wage board workers would 
be- granted a catch-up raise in fiscal year 1981 to make up for 
past Limits. on federal pay raises, and that no further Limits 
would be imposed over the next five years- if a. catch-up raise 
i.s not permitted in fiscal. year L98L and limits on pay raises 
continue, then the 8 percent differential wculd be eli;ninated. 
In those circumstances, wage board reform would result in a pay 
system that corresponds more closely to private-sector practices, 
but would not result Fn outlay savings- 

Proponents- of the proposed changes argue that the present 
system 1s. overgenerous to wage- board workers and unfair to federal 
taxpayers. Unions and others opposing the changes assert that 
there is. wide varfac:iorr in private-sector practices, and that some 
are similar to the federal system, They also contend that the 
reforms are _selective, dealing ohty with those aspects of the 
wage-setting mechanism favorable to employees, while, continuing 
those: aspects. of- the system tending to depress federal wage rates. 

5 



Reform of the Wage Soard Pay System 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views. GAO has called for the same changes recommended by 
the Administration to eliminate or change features that cause 
Federal wages to depart from prevailing private-sector rates.. 
The features that should be modified are 

-a Federal. five step grade system with the average private- 
sector rate. equated to the Federal step 2 even though 
80 percent of the employees are above step 2; 

--Federal. rates which are sometimes set on rates paid in 
other than the local wage area: 

--night shift differentials that are not set according to 
local prevailing practice: 

--exclusion of State and local government jobs from the pay 
surveys. 

By causing Federal pay to exceed private-sector pay-, these- 
features reduce confidence in the Government's pay setting poll- 
ties, and increase outlays for pay and. benefits.. To the detri- 
ment of Federal blue-collar employees these features also in- 
crease the likelihood of contracting out inasmuch as private 
sector employees. will tend to be: less costly. 

Relevant GAO Reaorts. 
July 21, 1978. 

FPCD-75-122, June 3, 197s; PPCD-76-80, 



Elimination of World War II Destroyers CBO Prqosal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Y ear 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings em--- 

129 27 20 31 35 242 

The Navy has proposed to retire 12 destroyers built more 
than a third of a century ago. This year, however, the Congress 
directed that the 12 destroyers be retained in the fleet for 
use by the Navy Reserve. If they were phased out in 1981, the 
five-year satings through 2985 couI.d be about $242 million. 

-' 
While the old destroyers could be used for reserve. training 

P-Poses, it is unlikely that they could play any future combat 
role. Thus, the reservists trained on them would, in any event, 
have to be assigned to other vessels with systems very different 
from those- OR which they had.been trained. 



Elimination of World War I.1 Destroyers 

GAO Supplementary Discussi on 

GAO views. In July 1979, the Secretary of the Navy notified the Congress 
of his intention to decommission' 20 of 28 destroyers in the Naval Reserve 
Force, The-Secretary cited the age, material condition, qualitative inade- 
quacy to meet current and projected threats, and excessive cost to moderni ze 
as reasons for retiring the vessels. By October 1979, the Navy had decommis- 
sioned 8 of the 20 ships earmarked for retirement. 

The Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations supports 
the Navy's decision to retire these ships. However, the House Subcommittee 
On Defense, Comnittee on Appropriations. expressed strong disagreement with 
the Navy's decision during FY 80 Department of Defense Appropriation hearings. 
As a result of a conference agreement on the Fy 80 Department of Defense 
Appropriation bi If, the Navy was directed to cease preparation for retirement 
Of the remaining 12 ships until the Senate and House Appropriations Committees 
had an opportunity to consider the practicality of overhauling the ships instead 
of retiring them. In addition, it was agreed that a careful review of this' 
matter be made. 

As & result of this agreement, GAO has received requests from Senator 
Eqgleton, member of the Senate Subcommittee on Defense and Congressman Chappe!l, 
member, House: Subcotnnittee on Defense to review the Navy's decision to decomnls- 
Sian these ships. Specifically, GAO has. been requested to review: (1) the 
material condition and combat capabilities of the ships, (2) the cost to over- 
haul and modernize the 12 ships scheduled for retirement, and (3) the manner 
and method of the day-to-day operational control, support, manning and manage- 
ment of the ships- 

The Navy believes savings can be realized: by decommission.ing these ships 
because they cannot perform a useful missi on and it is not cost effective to 
overhaul and modernize them. Savings will accrue from reduced operating and 
maintenance costs and scheduled overhauls. As part of GAO's review the value 
of any potenti al savings wi 17 be determined. However, GAO has not yet reached. 
a conclusion as to whether or not deco&ssioning of 12 destroyers is warranted.. 
Thts review is; scheduled forcompletion July 31, 7980.. 

Based on discussions wit& z CBO. official,. we understand that the reported. 
savings for fiscal year T981 of $729~million- include savings from- decommissioning 
'7 destroyers-$105. million for overhaul',. $l:LS mill ion for active duty personnel 
.and: $72-3 miTliorr for operation.and maintenance: It is doubtful that the active 
duty personnel savings are re&:.T- These resources would be. reallocated. 

Relevant GAO reports- In- process 



Elimination of Certain GI: Bill Benefits CBO Proposal 

Savings by 7izkai Year Ctiroulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Satings ----e 

70 60 50 40 30 250 

Under the G'f Bill, veterans are. eligible for COrreSpOUdenCe - 

and flight training to assist them in readjustfng to civflian life. 
The effectiveness of this training in the readjustment Process,' 
however, has been repeatedly questioned. Under current law, all 
eligibility for the use of Readjusment Benefits will expire at the 
end of 1989,. Lf the correspondence and flight training benefits 
were elfmlrxated in 1981, the five-year savings by 1985 would be . 
about $250 millioa~ About 53,000 veterans would be affected in 
1981, and about 16,000 in 1985. 

Those who .question these benefits point to the fact that 
veterans' flight training is known to be -used mainly for recrea- 
tioaal purposes, and that correspondence training-Jith its low 
completion and placement 
fur the expenditure, The 
fits is. that fndfviduals 
promised- to them by the 
forces- A few veterans, 
advance their careers. 

rates-confers little benefit in return 
argument against eliminating the bene- 
would be deprived of an earned benefit 
government when they were in the armed 
moreover, make use of the training to 

9 



GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views. In 1914 the Congress mandated that institutions 
omerlnq vocational. and technical training programs must show 
that 50 percent of the persons who completed such courses 
obtained employment in the field for which the course was designed 
to provide training, 

In August of 1979 GAO reported that, upon reviewing a ran- 
dom sample of veterans who had completed flight and selected 
correspondence training courses during a recent S-year period, 
only about 16 percent of the flight-trained veterans and 34 
percent of the correspondence-trained veterans had full-time 
jobs related directly to their training. However, reports sub- 
mitted to VA by institutions offering 'such traihinq indicated 
that over 50 percent of their graduates had found employment 
related to their training.. GAO concluded that flight and 
correspondence courses covered by its review had not met the 
minimum 50 percent employment standard mandated by the Congress 
for VA-approved vocational objective training programs and that 
such courses tended to serve avocational, recreational or per- 
sonal enrichment,. rather than basic readjustment and employment 
objectives. Accordingly, GAO recommended that the Congress 
adopt VA's legislative proposal to terminate GI bill benefits 
for flight and correspondence: training. This would be in 
agreement with the action proposed by the CBO. 

According to GAO's report, VA estimated that termination 
of these programs would save about $217 million during the 
five fiscal years ending in 1.984. Based upon more recent data 
obtained from VA, GAO believes this estimate could be increased 
to $250 million for the- five, fiscal years ending in 1985 as was 
reported by the CEO.. 

Relevant-GAO-Reports. HRD--79-X.5 (GT Bill Benefits For Flight 
d Correspondence Training Should Be Discontinued, 8-24-79); 

El.14859 (IYore Veterans. Not Completing Correspondence Cburses- 
More Guidance Needed from the Veterans, Administration, 3-22-72) 
and HRD-79-158 (Letter report to Senate Committee on Veterans' 
Affairs err Responses: to Questionnaires on Operation and Effect 
of Educational Assistance Programs Provided by VA, 8-11-761L 



Restructuring of Military Retirement Pay 

Savings by Fiscal Year 
(in millions of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 m. - e w 

-100 -90 -60 -20 20 

CEO Erwosal 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Savings 

-250 

Military pay reforms almost invariably involve higher costs 
in the first few years, although they may save large sums in 
future years. The example used here is just such a case. 

Under the current military retirement system, most of those 
who leave before completing 20 years of service receive no pension; 
at 20 years, retirees become eligible for a pension, payab,le 
mediately and equal to half the basic pay rate in effect on the 
day- of retirement. This scheme may contribute to the departure of 
too many persons. after 4 or 5 years' service, at a time ghen they 
have become trained and experfenced, .and the retention of too many 
with between LO and 19 pears' service, who may contribute to an 
excess of superrfsors.. 

The proposal presented here has three elements: (1) to, base 
military r'etirement pay on the. individuaLIs highest three pay 
years, phasing, in this change; over a three-year period; (2) to 
provide a deferred annuity at age 60 for those who leave after 
fewer than 20 years' service, beginning immediately; and (3) 
immediately to increase selective bonuses after LO years' service 
to retain enlisted men and women whose skills are in short supply. 

Savings from such steps would not begin to appear until the 
fifth year, but they could grow to $360 million aanually by 
1990, and they wauld continue. to increase until after the turu of 
the century. 

The shift to "high-3" pay as a basis for retirement checks 
may be opposed on the ground that it would eventually result in 
entftlements about I.0 percent smaller. than under the present system 
of usiag:the'final pay rate: as. the basis. Opponents inay also argue 
that any change in retirement. pay must apply only to those entering 
the: militarp after enacement of the change, which would delay 
savings. for 20 years- But if the change is phased FII over three 



y=rs, the effect would be to honor all retirement credits actually 
earned before the change. The shift to "high-3" would make the 
military system consFstent with that of the federal civil service, 
and it would eliniinite the ad%?age'available to those who can 
time their retirements to coincide with pay increases. The de- 
ferred annuity and bonuses would help to retain a larger proportion 
of persons with 5 to LO years of experience, which is consistent 
with many analysts judgments about. sound force management. 



Restructuring of Military Retirement Pay 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views. GAO has also recommended that the 20 year military 
retirement system be restructured. The-thrust of our recommen- 
dations was to make the system more flexible to meet the serv- 
ices' needs and we did not estimate whether a budgetary savings 
would accrue- We concluded that a more flexible system would 
allow the Department of Defense to more effectively retain the 
mix of manpower it needs -first and second termers versus ca- 
reer members and by type of military occupation. We recommended 
that the arbitrary 200year career length be done away with and 
replaced by a system that would tend to retain a youthful and 
vigorous force as well as those whose skills and occupations 
are in short supply. We also recommended some form of vesting 
for those who do not complete full careers. 

Relevant GAO Reports. FPCD-77-81, March 13, 1978. 



Chringe in Enlfsted/Offfcer riatio in the Amed Forces CBO Proposal 

savings by Fiscal Year . CumulatFve 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 I.985 Savings me-e- 

16 .35 57 83 110 301 

Some observers believe that the. ratio of enlisted personnel 
to officers in. the. armed forces could be increased with no loss 
of rmllitary effectiveness. The ratio in recent years has been 
about 6.4 enlisted persons for every officer. Before the Vietnam 
buildup, the ratio was about 6.8 to 1. If over the next five 
years the ratio was gradually increased to 6.6 to 1, the cumula- 
tive- savings would be about $300 million; in the following five 
years the savings would be considerably greater. (This assumes 
that promotion policies. wouId be adjusted to keep average grades 
at today's levels.) 

A possible explanation for the current high proportion of 
officers Fs that the drawdowu since the peak of force numbers in 
the late+ 1960s has been heavier in enlisted ranks, where turnover 
fs greater and twuzze guarantees are fewer. Increases in technical 
complexity may, however, justify having more- officers relative to 
enlisted personnel than in earlier years. The science of defining 
officer requirements is sufficiently inexact and subjective to 
preclude a firm case for any partimlar ratio- 



Change in Enlisted/Officer Ratio in the Armed 
Services GAO SuBdlementary Discussion 

GAO Views. Arbitrary officer reductions, based only on 
enlisted strength, are counter to our efforts to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of our military forces and 
could as well result in strong disincentives and double 
payment for efficiency and effectiveness initiatives. The 
enListed-ko-afficer ratio is the product of many constantly 
changing factors, such as force levels, weapon systems, laws 
and management poL,icies affecting the service of officer and 
enlisted. personnel. The enlisted-to-officer ratio has 
frequently been used as a yardstick to make historical com- 
parisons between forces.. The general assumgtio? is that a 
low proportion of officers is good and that a high proportion 
of officers is bad, Enlisted-to-officer ratios since World 
War II foU0wz 

Average 
PY 1954-1964 FY 1964 FY 1968 FY 1972 FY 1974 FY 1976 FY 1977-79 

7.1 7.0 7.5 5.9 6.2 6.4 6.5 

The enlisted/officer ratio has limited usefulness as a corn- 
pazative measure and is likely to produce erroneous judgements 
about the cumposition and effectiveness of forces.. 

There afrt two basic reasons for this, First, the number of mana- 
gement personnel (officers) required in any organiza?ion is 
primarily dependent on both the nature and extent of the manage- 
ment and supemfsory functions which must be performed, and 
not simply ore the gross numbers of all personnel comprising th c 
organization- 

With respect to org,anization~ in 1.945 there was- no DeP lartment of 
Defense HOC separate Air Force. The, Defense Reorg--.,,. aniz ,ation Act 
of L9f8'czeated three new unified commands and four new Defense 
Agencies, ’ or sltrengthened the office of the Secretary + T-*:M;, 
the1 orqaniza.tian: crf the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the. 
Command System. Both NATO and SEATO were establiskuA after L- - - -  

194.5, Sl;L these develqments have affected +hn. nrl l s. and 
k.indg o.f. officers, 

With respeck to functions,. management today is far r~ore complex c 

tharr in L945c Technological advances. in, weapon systems and 
their aployuent in&ease officm requirements.. I? turxrr 
automat&~ of' weapon systems reduce* enlisted mann~nq require- 
ments, Increased emphasis dm an3 coqlexkty of fiscal and 
rsesourc-& managementP w hich does nat reduce commensurate with 
force r&UCtionSr increased emphasis: OR hum? resouxxe manage- 
ment ami increased mquirements: for speciahsts, e..g- physician 
fawners: also contribute- to the- proportion a-f officers in the; 
total nilitary force, 



We concluded in a study I/ conducted for the Chairman, Rouse 
Armed Services Committee-that the large number of officer 
positPans .is a product czf the large number of management 
echelons rather than the officer requirements process and 
that a sizable teduotion, through elmination and consolidatio 
in the number of management headquarters and staffs and 
associated duplicative functions may offer the best means of 
reducing senior officer positions. We have recommended 
consolidation and streamlining of headquarters functions to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness in a number af studies 
(See partial Listing 2,' below), but have also warned about tb 
consequences of across-the-board cuts and reduction of staff 
the expense of effectively administered programs. 2,' Action 
on OUL: recmendations made- in these reports as well as many 
others: would reduce officer requirements in a logical rather 
than arbitrary way- 

On the other hand we have reported extensively (see partial 
listing, 4/ below) orx the need to replace ntilitary personnel 
with civ2ians.. Since r"Y 1964 the Department of Defense ha 
converted over 100,000 military jobs (almost all enlisted) 
civilian positionsW This efficiency measure, which we cant 
to strongly urge z/, further irnpacts on the enlisted-to-off 
ratio c As more enlisted military positions are identified 
and converted to civilian jobs the ratio will decrease and 
further arbitrary officer cuts made to bring the ratio up 
may effect program effectiveness, a concern we have address 

S 
to 
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ic 
re.ieatedly.. 

Relevant GAO Reoorts 

I. Development of Field Grade Officer Requiremgnts 8y the 
MiUtary Services, ETcn-E-137 r 3-25-75 

2, ,suqgested. rmprQvem.?~ts In Staffing And Organization Of 
Top hzagement Beadquarters: In. the Department of Defense, 
E!Pcn-7 6-3s 

Paci;f.ic PLeet Readquarters Efficiency Can Re Improved 
Thruugh ConsoLidationsr FPCD-76-98, 2-4-77 

Opportunities to Streamline? ther Air Force- Readquarters 
Structure Rr the Pacific,. FXD-79-27, 23-79. 

Personn& Keskictions An& Cutbacksi In Executive- 
Agencies: Needi p0.c cduti~rr~ mz-77-8Sr z-9-78 



4. 

5. 

6. 

Development And Use of Ztiitary Services' Staffing 
Standads: Mare Direction, Emphasis, And Consistency 
Needed, FPCD-77-72, 10-S-77 

Using Civilian- Personnel For Military Admi;+s$r;;i"Q; 
and Support Positions-Can Hare Be Done? - - I 
S-26-78- 

Military Personnel Cuts Rave Not. Impaired Most Morale, 
Welfare, And Recreation Activities, FPCD-79-54, f-11-79 

Defense Use of Military P'ersonnel. Tn Industrial Facili- 
ties-Largely 
S-1-79 

Unnecessary And Veerp Expensive, FPCD-79-10, 

Military And Civilian Managers of Defense Manpower: 
Improvements Possible tn Their Experience, Training, 
And Rewards, Volume I', FPCD-79-L, 2-16-79 

fmprovements 
Requirements 

Needed In Armys Determination of Manpower 
For Support And Administrative Functions, 

FPCD-79-32, 5-21-79 

DOD's Oversight of Individual Skill Training In the 
Military Services Should Be Xore Comprehensive, 
FPCD-79-13, 7-31-79. 

Lack of Control- An& Feedback Binders Army Manpower 
Management Utpcavementsr FPCD-BO-9, 30=3l.-79 , 
The Navy's Shore Requirements, Standards, And Maqower 
Planning. System (SBORSTAMPS)-Does The, Navy Really 
want It? FXD-8U-29~r 2-7-00 

The: Navy's Ptiot Shortage: A Selective Bonus And 
Otfier Actions Could Tmptove Retention, FPCD-80-31, 
2-15-8 0 
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Elimination of Dual Pay for Reservists !?ho Are Federal Employees 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings v-e-- 

35 39 42 46 50 212 

. 
Federal civilian employees who are reservists in the armed 

forces receive, both civilian and military pay during their two- 
week annual period of active duty for training. They also receive 
their regular vacation entitlement (13, 20, or 26 days, depending 
oe length of service) in addition to the two-week absence for 
military training. The Administration has repeatedly recommended 
paying such federal employees the greater of their civilian or 
reserve salaries, rather than both. Adopting this change would 
save over $200 milAion in the,next five years. 

Those who favor such a change point out that the dual pay 
practice is generally not followed by private employers, nor 
by the: federal. government itself when a reservist is called up for 
state+ duty. Under those circumstances, the employee receives only 
the higher salary. Moreover, the practice may attracC dispropor- 
tionateiy large numbers. of federal employees to the reserves, 
despite the greater likelihood chat their civilian jobs would 
excuse them from. a mflitary mobilization. The counterargument is 
that the change could have an adverse effecr on reserve recruiting 
and retention--in a force already falling short 'of its manning 
goals *' 



Elimination of Dual Pay for Reservists 
Xho Are Federal Ffmployees 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views. GAO has generally been in favor of eliminating or 
amending,laws that provide for dual compensat+on, and belx;zre 
that this dual pay practice should be discontinued unless 
is evidence.to show that doing so would severely affect the re- 
cruitment and maintenance of an adequate reserve force. 

We 

agree with the savings estimate. 

Relevant GAO Reoorts. B-188600, October 14., 1977. 



Closing of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Program 
CEO Proposal 

5avings by Fiscal. Paar Cumulative 
(in miI.lious of dollars) FFve-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ----- Savings 

220 430 560 160 80 1,450 

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) project has been a 
subject of coatroversp for years. Although it was not included 
in the President's budget for 1980, the Congress appropriated 
$173 million for the purpose; the President's 1981 budget recour- 
mendation is once again to stop funding the CRBR. 

The project alms to demoastrate that a commercial-scale 
Liquid metal fast breeder reactor could be operated reliably and 
safely as part of a public utility electric suppLy system. 
Objections have been based on cost and safety grounds, ou concern 
over proliferation of nuclear weapons materials, and on engfneer- 
ing and technical doubts. Some authorities assert that a French- 
designed breeder reactor Fs more highly developed and could be 
Lfcensed Fa. the United States with only minor design changes. 

The five-year savings of almost $1.5 billion from a CRBX 
shutdown would be net, allowing an estimated $150 million for 
termiuacioa costsc 

Accepting. the Ptesident's recommendation with respect to 
fiscal peat 1981 funding for the CRBR does not necessarily imply 
permanent rejection of the idea of having fast breeder reactors 
in the United States- In consequence, the savings achievable 
under this op-tion might someday be- overmatched by spending on. 
more technologically advanced fast breeder reactors. 



CLOSING THE CLINCB RIVER BREEDER REACTOR PROGRAM 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO Views 

The future of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) has 
been a matter of controversy between the executive branch and 
the Congress for several years. The surrounding issues are 
complex and are integrally tied to how the Nation views its 
future reliance on nuclear power. 

Our primary concern is that CBO's analysis portrays the 
CRBR as an activity that can be shut off and then resurrected 
when the need arises. Similarly, the analysis implies that 
the CRBR is an isolated project having little relationship to 
other components of the breeder program. In-this regard, it 
does not discuss the role CRBR or any demonstration plant has 
in an overall technology development strategy. A large portion 
of the underlying breeder reactor research and development pro- 
gram is geared to supporting the successful operation of a 
demonstration facility, in this case, CRBR. We believe that, 
without such a facility, the underlying technology program 
would hot be adequately focused. 

Moreover, there is a great deal of controversy arid uncer- 
tainty surrounding if and when commercial breeder reactors will 
be needed in this country. Consequently, it is important that 
the United States be in a position to deploy this energy option 
if and when the need arises. The timing of the CR5R plant or 
any facility that might later replace it as the centerpiece of 
a U.S. breeder reactor program is crucial to our ability to 
commercially deploy this option if needed to meet long-term 
energy needs.. Without such a plant to demonstrate to industry, 
utilities, and the public that breeder reactors can be operated 
safely, reliably, economically, and cleanly, the long-term 
ability of the United. States to respond promptly to its elec- 
trical energy needs. is- threatened- fn this regard, the CBO 
report does recognize that "savings achievable by terminating 
the CRBR might someday be overmatched by spending on more 
technologically advanced fast breeder reactors+" 

Over the past 5 years. F we have reported to the Congress 
on various aspects of the CXBR and the entire breeder reactor 
programc Generallpr- these ieports supported the need for the 
CRBR to continue.. Our most current report, issued in May 1979, 
made the following observationsz 



--The CRBR is a logical and prudent step in developing 
breeder reactor technology. 

--Eliminating the CRBR in favor of a larger plant at a 
later time may lead to increased costs to the Govern- 

I ment and reduce public- confidence in the safety of 
larger breeder reactor plants- 

-If the CRBR is terminated, utilities may end active 
participation in breeder reactor development and the 
industrial capability to support a breeder technology 
may decrease significantly. 

We are now reviewing the Department of Energy's management 
of the entire breeder reactor program and expect to issue a 
report to the Congress this summer. The report will address 
the effects of CRBR termination, among other things, on the 
overall breeder program. 

Relevant GAO Reports 

"The Clinch River Breeder Reactor -Should the Congress Continue 
to Fund. It?,"‘ EMD-79-62, May 7, 1979. 

"Comments on the, Administration's White Paper: 'The Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor Project: -An End to the Impasse'," 
EMD-79-89, July 10, 1979. 



Modifications in Federal Compensation Practices CBO Proposal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millfoas of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings e--B- 

Workmen's Compensation 5 14 27 44 63 153 
CiviI Service 

Disability 30 90 158 233 316 a27 
Cfvil Service 

Retirement L4 44 78. I.17 L6U e B - e - 4L3 

Tbtal 49 148 263 394 539 1,393 

In a series of reports, the General Accounting Office (GAO) 
has recommended” stricter eligibility requirements for federal 
workmen's compensation ;ind civil Service disability, as well as 
certain technical changes that would reduce regular civil service 
annuities for future retirees. All the changes combined might 
reduce 1985 outlays for the affected programs by about 2 percent. 

FederaI Workmen's Compensation. GAO believes that this 
program Fs subject to abuse, both in the determination of initial 
eligibility and in- the concinuatioa of benefits. Tt recommends 
that the employfng agency be allowed to appeal workmen's compen- 
sation awards and to require physical examinations by physicians 
chaserr by the agency.- GAO also recommends reinstating an initial 
three-day waiting period before, any compensation is payable. 
The&e changes, according to some abservers, would bring the program 
more- in line with state workmen's compensation practices. 

Civil Service Disability. A federal employee Fs eligible 
for civil service disability retirement if unable to perform one 
or more significant functions. of his or her present job, whereas 
to qualify,,for Social Security disability the applicant nust be 
unable to hold any gainful employment. The probability that 
nales aged 30 to 50 will receive civil serJice digability is at 
least 50 pezcenr greater than It would be if private sector 
standarda were adopced- Outlay reductions resulting from s trfc- 
ter eligibility standards. would not be large, since: most disabled 
annuitantr are aLso- eligible for regular retirement; but there 
would be some= general. revenue increase, since fewer people would 
qualify fdr the tax advantage that accompanies- disability retfre- 
mexrs- 
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Civil Service Retirement. GAO aotes that federal retirees 
benefit from cost-of-living increases that occur before they 
actu;aflp retite. Wier 'Curtent law, employees have the option of 
calculating their annuities as if they had retired before the 
previous cost-of-living adjustment. In addition, the first cost- 
of-living increase after retirement is not prorated to reflect. the 
number of months in. retirement status. The argument against 
changing this is that, because the retiree's benefit is based on 
the average of the three highest salary years, the practical effect 
in most instances is to make the. penultimate year's salary the 
base, and consequently the present rules do pot result in double 
adjustments for cost-of-living increases. 



'tiodiTi&tioa 'in,FederaJ. Compensation Practices 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

Federal Workmen's Comnensation 

GAO' views- Employing. agencies: are presently not able to appeal 
dny of Labor's Office. of Warkers' Compensation Programs (OWCZ) 
deci&ons. During our review* agencies expressed. concern over. 
the present system, In many casas,: the agencies stated in-therr 
administrative reports: #at the employee's injury was notbig- 
curred in the performance of his ur her official dutzes, 
OWCP later determined otherwise.. Although OWC? clearly has the 
authority to make such a determination,- employing agencies often 
believe that they have pertinent evidence which OWCP has not 
considered and thaf. they shoul.d have the right to, appeal. OWCP's 
deci3i'o.n in such cases- NIX its comments-, Labor stated that it 
is not true that OWC? ignores such evidence. Labar noted that 
OWCP utocedures require that district offices explicitly take 
into &count agency views and reconcile them with those of pe 
claimant. Labor sees no need ta: titer the equity.of the adju- 
dication process by requiring empl.oyees, to be subject to any 
undue evidentiary requirement p or to establish an adversary 
procedure among Federdl; agencies hy providing the emplozi:g 
agencies: with the right ta appeaLc We agre? wrth CRO, 
to help insure the quality of OWCB's determmat&an of causal te- 
Latian, we recommended that the Congress amend the Federal Em- 
ployees' Compensatiorr Act tcr eiac, 0 in the employing aqencres the 
authotity to aFpeaL to. the! Em@.ayees: Compensation Appea+ Board 
any finding: of causal reLa+ion, by OWcE'or any OWCZ deczston con- 
tinuing compensation benefits, which, in the employing agency's 
opinion, is inconsistent with or not supported by the avarlable 
evidence.. 

I 

Prior to the I974 amendments to the FederaL Em@oyees' Com- 
pensation Act,. employees had.ta wait 3 days before receiving cum- 
pensation, but, under continuation of pay, this 3-iay waif: was 
mood to the en& of the 4S-day: period.. Removal of the-waltlng 
perioct', in: conjunctkonr wri.th.re@ring emplaying agencies to 
automaticalLy continue am employee's; pay-except for nine spe- 
cific: reasons has. encouragd em@oyees; to file clauns for moor 
and; E~L~olou~ injuries a& far irrjuries of short duratson, We. 
rand&uJ.y select& .Ul'. cuhtinuatian-of-pay cdains-a statisti- 
caUy valid. sampler-from; severr Labut ciisiziZ* offices- Based on 
the! duzktioa af the Frriuriesc kr this saruplap a medicaL consult- 
asIt=;" s axaxysee r ax& other $vailable factors., we beL+eve that as 
Mary as 46 percent of a3iLczU.i~~ miqhtrt h&m been e.Urznated by 
ai 3-day we-iting: period, T!ze evaluation showed that about 37 per- 
cent of thr cJ&m~ (L&S of 4Uj were minor o& frivolous and about 
9 percent (38. 02 410.) were not considered ranor OL: frLvo.Lousr but,. 



because they lasted only 4 to 7 calendar days, would probably have 
be&~el'~;minated if a waiting period had been in effect. We believe 
that reinstatement of the 3-day waiting period before continuation 
of pay would reduce the overutilization of the compensation system, 
thereby allowing claims examiners to expeditiously process more 
serious claims: significantly reduce compensation costs to the 
taxpayer; increase worker productivity; and raise worker morale.. 

The 1974. amendments also gave employees the option to select 
a physician of their choice for care and treatment. Our review of 
this provision showed that employing agencies need the authority, 
if there is. a question about the initial diagnosis of an employee's 
injury or the length of disability resulting from that injury, to 
require an employee to be examined by a Federal medical officer, or 
a physician designated by the Secretary of Labor. Employing agen- 
ci.es. need to contact and work more actively with employees' pri- 
vate, physicians, We believe that this would result in employees 
returning to work earlier. bur analysis of a random sample of 
410 claims to determine the effect of the free-choice-of-Fhysician 
provision showed that, without employing agency controls, the pro- 
tision has contributed to abuse of continuation of pay. About 
20 percent of the claims (80 of 410) appeared abusive either in 
occurrence, job relatedness, or duration, In about 20 percent 
(81 of 410) light duty could have been more effectively utilized 
in returning employees to work-. 

Relevant GAO Reoorts, ERD-78-IA.9 September 28, 1978; HRD-79-80 
June 11, 1979,. 

Civil Service Disability 

GAO views.. GAO reports on Civil Service disability recommend num- 
erous changes to r&uedy shortcomings in the raw, policies and ad- 
minist,ration of the program. While our recommendations often 
centered around eligibility, we have, not recommended that private 
sector or Social Security qualification standards be applied to 
Federal disability retirees,, 

We do not have an estimate of the savings in outlays that 
would.occur if our recommendations were adopted, but we believe 
they- would be significant.. Figures of the Office of Personnel 
Management showed that in 19-78 only 29. percent of the. 26,200 dis- 
ability retirees- were eligible for regular retirement. Based on 
our work it is: highly doubtful that aLl disability retirees were 
incapable of further Government service- 

Relevant GAO Reports- FPCD-k-6Lr Xovemb+r 19,. 1976; FPCD-78-48, 
July lo., 1978.. 



Civil Service,RRe‘tif@e'nt 

GAQ views. GAO believes that new Federal retirees' cost-of-:i;ng 
ad.yustments should be prorated to include only the increase 
occurs after retirement. The present process overcompensates, c:- 
tiring employees since, by law, they can receive a high&z startmg: 
annuity which reflects the preceeding cost=of-living- adj,ustlaen$ 
granted while they were still employed and, dependmg on'. the t-7 
ing of their retirementP they may be eligible fat an addrtronal 
adjustment immediately upon retirement, Such increases escalate 
the aLseady high costs of Federal retirement by inflatinq the 
basic annuity upon which succeeding adjustments are applLe$ea.ni 
can encourage valuable, experienced employees to tetxe. 
timated that a. chnge in law to require prorating would save over 
$800. million in annuity payments over the remaining llfespans of 
civkf service employees retiring in 1978 along, This was a dif- 
ferent approach of estimatixzg- savings <'khan used by C30, but their 
estimates. appear reasonable, 

If this change were adopted, the. Federal cost-of-living adjust- 
ment process would stilL be more generous than those of non-FederaL 
pension plans and more consistent with those provrded. by the so- 
cial security program, Federal retirees are the only groups of 
which we are aware who receive unlimited cost-of-living adjustments. 
automaticalLy twice: a. year, 

ReIeevant GAO Resorts, FXD-T6-80 ,. July 27,. 19%;. FPCD-78-2, 
November 17 , 1977 



CBO Proposal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Y ear 

1981‘ 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings e-e-- 

0 914 1,049 3.53 111 2,427 

Since 1965, the level of price support for major export. 
commodities--wheat, feed grains, cotton, and rice---has been 
gradually adjusted domward to world price levels. As part of a 
planned, gradual adjusment process, deficiency payments have been 
made to participating farmers whenever the market price of a 
commodity falls below its target price: In recent years, farmers 
have demoustrated a. willingness and ability to supply the needs 
of consumers at prevailing world prices. Therefore, deficiency 
payments have largely fulfilled their function and some believe 
that they couJ.d uow be eliminated without detriment to U.S. 
agriculture. Eli&nation of deficiency payments could result in 
savings of $2.4 billion over the next five years. 

. 
Those. who support elimination of these payments argue that 

three other components. of the agricultural programs-price support 
loans, a multiyear storage program, and acreage diversion pay- 
ments-could probably hold farm production and income within 
reasoaable bounds. Furthermore, they believe that deficiency 
payments concentrated in the hands of a few l.arge%cale farmers 
tend to be capitalized inro land values, making it more difficult 
to enter farming and resulting in higher food prices. 

Proponents of deficiency payments argue that they are needed. 
to induce farmers to take land out of use when surplus production 
threatens, In their ju@qnt, price sqppart loans, the storage 
program, and acreage diversion payments would not, by themselves, 
offer a sufficlenr incentive to farmers to participate in commodity 
programs and thereby- help stabilize agriculture prices and sup$y. 
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Elation of Farm Qeficiency Payments 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views GAO has M view on whether farm deficiency payments should be 
eliminated. Because fazm programs are very complex and have a significant 
impact on such a vital industry as agriculture, uu3 beLieves that these 
payments should not be eliminated without a thorough study. In the last 
15 years, the Level of price supports for major cmdities has been 
adjusted to world price levels resulting in a significantly larger export 
market for U.S. agricultural products. 

Conversely, due to pervasive inflation, the increase in farmers' 
production costs has been proportionately greater than increases in farm 
c~&ky prices. 'Titus the f&&r is often caught in a price-cost squeeze 
which may cause substantial financial difficulties in the agricultural 
sector unless some form of farm income assistance is available. It is 
questionable wheth&, in most years, the increases in production costs 
would be offset by the effects of production control programs, improved 
yields per acre, additional export. markets, and the grain reserve program 
thus resultinq in a strong and. financially healthy agricultural sector 
without the. need for a farm income supportprogram. 

GAO believes that deficiency payments can be reduced somewhat, with- 
out jeopardizing the economic viability of the farm structure, ,by effec- 
tively administering the deficiency payment programs and other farm pro- 
grams,. such as the payment limitation program and the set-aside program, 
which are related to the deficiency payment program. 

Relevant GAO Reports m-77-57, ~~~-77-77, cm-79-24, m-79-31, cm-79-85, 
cm-80-9, czw30-48 



Reduction of Soil and Water Conservation Program. CBO Proposal 

SavFngs by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 mv--- Savings 

94 L28 147 258 169 696 

Total. federal outlays in fiscal. year 1981 on the construction 
of erosion control facilities and the channeling of streams will 
be about $585 mILlion under current law; part of this spending is 
for obsolete programs begun in the days of the Dust Bowl and 
chronic Appalachian erosion. Today, most soil erosion problems 
result primatily from modern farming practices. Elimination of 
obsolescent soil and water conservation activities could result in 
savings of roughly $146, mUJ.ion in 1981 and $775 million over the 
next five pears- These obsolescent activities, in particular the 
channeling of streams, destroy needed wetlands, which other federal 
programs attempt to preserve. Wetlands have become much more 
valuable to society in recent years because of their relative 
scard ty , their importance to wildlife and water quality, and their 
ability to store fresh water or maintain water tables. 

In many cases, the val'ue of incremental. agricultural pro- 
duction from drained land probably does not justify the required 
public investment. Even in those cases where diract economic 
benefits can be shown, the total benefits of such projeots may not 
outweigh the economic costs, plus the detrimental effects ou 
wildlife, water storage, and water quality, according to some 
analysts.. 

Proponents argue that unquantifiable benefits to local 
residents and co future generations. justify continuation of the 
challenged programs. 
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Reduction of Soil and Water Conservation PrOgraZII 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views GAO eaanot teU. what obsolescent soil and water consemation 
activities and what speoific channelization activities were considered 
and included in the savings estimate. GAO is therefore unable to give an 
opinion as to the-validity of CEO's estimated savings or whether certain 
activities are, in fact, obsolete and should be eliminated. 

Rowever-, GAG did issue a report to the Congress on February l.4, 1977, 
Which made recornmendatioas to the Congress a& to the Secretary of Agri- 
culture aimed at. imprnvinq the effectiveness of controlling soil erosion 
onagrioulturallands, InthatreportGAO said that: 

"If the Congress wants to stop the shift away from needed soil con- 
semation practices and.prevent. the widespread cost-sharing of 
practices that are oriented more toward stimulating agricultural 
production and financially benefit?A,ng farmers, it should place more 
emphasis 0~ the funding of CriticaLLy needed enduring conservation 
practices by Umiting or prohibiting Federal spending for other kinds 
of practices.cuzrentLy authorized by Law." 

In oonsonance with that recoaa?ndation, the Department of Aqriculture's 
appropriation acts for fiscal years. 1979 and 1980 said that funds for the 
Agricultural. Cogsemation Program "wiU.not be used for carry&q out 
measures and practices- that are primarily production-oriented OL that 
have little. or no conservation on pollution abatement benefits." 

Asso, in a February 8, 1979, report to the Congress, GAO referred to 
the conflict between Federal programs to drain wetlands and those to pre- 
seme weddan&, pui,nteti out the benefits of preserving w&Lands, and con- 
cluded that wetland draiuage is not necessary to meet the Nation's food 
andfiberneeds.. 

Relevant GAO Reports. CEO-77-30, PAD-79-10 



Modification of Indexation of Federal; Programs CBO Prqosal 

Savfngs by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings ---I_- 

3.,500 .3,500 5,700 7,600 9,700 30,000 

Some people contend chat the Consumer Price Index (CPL) 
exaggerates the. rise in the cost of living because of an inap- 
propriate measurement of home ownership costs. If a different 
index, modified to correct for such distortions, were promptly 
adopted as the measure for adjusting federal benefits now tied' CO 
the CFI, outlay satings over the next five years could be about 
$30' billLou. The affected programs would be, Social Security, 
railroad retirement, Supplemental Security Income, veterans' 
pensions, and military and civil service retirement, with about 44 
million primary beneficiaries plus: their dependents. 

If the modified index did not go into effect until the 
benefit adjustments due to be made in 1981, the switch could mean 
higher father than mr federal outlays for several years- The 
reason for this is chat, according to CBO projections, the CPT 
will increase at a slower rate than the modified CPI, while the 
reverse: would hold for 1980 and the 1982-1985 period. Of course, 
such projections are- subject to great uncertainties. If each 
index were to rise as projected, however, and if the Cl)1 was used 
for 1980 benefit adjustments and the modified index for benefits in 
1981 and later years9 there would be higher costs until about 
1984, compared to making no switch at all. If the switch were 
delayed until the adjustment due in 1982, the cumulative savkigs 
through 1985 would be reduced to about $10 billion. 

The goal in indexing benefits is to permit beneficiaries to 
enjoy the same standard of living they could "buy" when they first 
became beneficiaries,. despite subsequent rises. in the cost of 
living. Consequently, the most accurate and representative 
indexing method should be used.. But analysts disagreed as co the 
"bea+" index for the purpose.. Furthermore,. some analysts assert 
that ue of the CPT has not meant overcompensating most bene- 
ficiarfes: for inflatiou- They argue that the combination of 
index& benefits- and unindexed other income has: at best meant that 
the? total; standat& of I.ivFng for beneficiaries: has stayed even, and 
that manp have suffered a real decline. in recent years- 
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Xodification of Pndexation of Federal Programs 

"GAO Supplementary Discussion" 

GAO Views. Tine contention that the Consumer Price Index 
(CPf) may contain an inappropriate methodology for measuring 
the costs of homeownership finds wide support among many 
economists. As it is now constructed, the CPP measures the 
effect of price change on the consumer, as if a consumer pr- 
chased a house every month. The basis for the criticism af 
this methodology is that it does not account for the fact that 
many homeowners have fixed monthly mortgage payments and thus 
are not affected by rising house prices and interest rates. 
This leads some people to conclude that the CPI overstates 
the effect of inflation on corisuimers purcfiasing power. It 
then follows that indexing Federal expenditures, such as So- 
cial Security benefits, to the CPI results in benefit recig- 
ients receiving larger increases than are necessary to 
maintain their standards of living. Unwarranted Federal 
expenditures are the result, 

i?ith respect to CBO's estimates of budgetary savings, 
several points should be. emphasized: 

First,. the budgetary savings figures should be-,inter- 
preted with great care. The projections and assumptions 
used by CaO make the resulting estimates highly conjectural. 
For instance, depending on the concept upon. which the modi- 
fied index is based, the figures can vary widely. The bureau 
of Labor Statistics has recently published five alternative 
indexes based on different concepts of homeowner-ship cost 
measurement.. These figures show that, in a 3iven year, 
the- rate of price change measured by the different indexes 
can vary substantially. 

Secondly,, differences in the rates of price change 
measured by a modified index and the current CPI also vary 
over the course of the business. cycle.- For instance, when 
interest rates: are rising the modified index might increase, 
at a slower rate tharr the current CPP, Alternatively,. when 
interest rates begin to faLl* the modified. index might not 
decrease at as fast k rate as the current CPI, If the timing 
of the index change occurs when interest rates are at a cycli- 
cal. peak the b,udgetary sawings may be sbott-lived. As- in- 
terest rates fall. the use of the modified index may actually 
result in increases in Federti expenditures beyond what would 
occur if the current CPI were maintained.. It is entirely 



possible that, in the long run, retaining the current CPI 
may re'sult in mlal.l‘er incre'ases in budgetary expenditures 
compared with adopti-?g a modified index. 

Finally, it must be eaphasized that any decision to 
change the CPI zlethodology or the index that is used to 
adjust expenditures should be based solely on grounds of 
technical merit. 

Relevant GAO Report. PAD-79-22. 



Better Targetin Outlays could be reduced by targeting benefit 

payments and subsidies on those persons and jurisdictions that need 

them most, and by reducing or eliminating awards to others. 



STBATEGY II: BETTEBTARGETII?G CBO ProF,o Sal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in mfl~fons of dollars) Five-Year 

L981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings e---- 

150 200 250 250 250 1,100 

Workers who Lose their jobs because of foreign competition, 
and. thus qualify ,for Trade, Adjustment Assistance (TAA) payments, 
currently receive both TAA and unemployment insurance benefits. 
The General Accounting Office has suggested that TAB payments be 
limited to those who have exhausted their unemployment benefits 
and be payable at the same level as the unemployment benefits. 
This approach could save almost half of current program expendi- 
tures, uow pro jetted to be $2.35 billioa over the next five years. 

Assuming continuation of past trends, those most likely to 
be affected by the change will be in blue-collar occupations in 
matiufacturing industries, notabLy apparel, textiles, coal, leather, 
transportation equipment, electronics, and steel. 

The argument. for the- change is that TAA recipients should 
not receive more, generous payments. because. they happ'en to be 
unemployed for a specialized reasou. The; count eratgument fs 
that higher tariffs could prevent this type of unemployment, but 
would be costly to consumers generally. Special TAA benefits. are 
therefore justified as compensatfon for chose who must pay the 
price of the government's policy of lowering trade barriers. 

Aside ftom budgetary savings,, the proposed changes could 
well improve the- functioning of labor markets. TAA, like other 
unemployment-based assistance programs,. creates a disincentive 
for seeking work, an effect probably magnified in TAA's case by 
the gzeater relative size of the payments. The -likely result is 
to deter mrkers from seeking jobs: Fn other industries,. thus 
bolstering: their attachment to a. single industry and vitiating 
the adjustment goals the program: is. intended to attain, 



Modifications in Trade Adjustment Assistance 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views. GAO has issued several reports to the 
Congress on trade adjustment assistance to workers. 
The latest report, issued,on January 15, 1980, as- 
sessed the. worker adjustment assistance program 
nationwide. and found that weekly cash payments have 
helped few. import-affected workers adjust to the 
changed economic conditions during their layoff 
because the payments were received by most in the 
form of a lump-sum payment after they had returned 
to work. The various processing delays that caused 
late payments to a great extent are inherent in the 
design of the program. Furthermore, most workers 
indicated "that they experienced no severe economic 
hardship as a result of their layoff--which for most 
was not permanent -and were able to rely on regular 
unemployment insurance benefits and other income 
sources to meet their financial needs. 

This was not the, case for all workers.. Some remain- 
ed unemployed even after exhausting their unemploy- 
ment insurance. benefits.. In our opinion, the adjust- 
ment assistance program should be targeted to these 
workers. Such an approach would target prograq bene- 
fits to workers experiencing long-term unemployment 
or permanent job loss and, at the same time, save 
millions- of dollars now paid--often retroactively-- 
to workers who do not experience permanent unemploy- 
ment, most of whom return to work before exhausting 
unemployment insurance benefits.- In addition, this 
approach would provide a longer period of income 
protection for those who experience the most diffi- 
culty in finding employment. 

GAO recommended that the Congress amend the Trade 
Act of 197'4 to require that import-affected workers. 
exhaust unemployment insurance- benefits before re- 
ceiving up to: 52 weeks of cash payments. under the 
Trade Act, To minimize the possibility that the 
additional weeks of income protection under this 
approach wouId provide a disincentive to employment, 
GAO also recommended that the act be amended to pro- 
vide that Trade Act benefits be cofitinued. at an 
amount comparable to that received under unemploy- 
ment insurance,. rather than 70 percent of a worker's 
average weekly gross. wage- as now prescribed, 



In the report GAO estimated that at least $165 mil- 
lion would'-have been $aVed i'f workers would have 
been required to exhaust unemployment insurance 
benefits before receiving Trade Act cash payments. 
That estimate was based on workers eligible for bene- 
fits under petitions certified by Labor as of December 
19.?T,.' However, the universe of petitions from which 
GAG drew- the sample excluded petitions covered by 
prevtous GAO reviews: (petitions in various industries 
in the New England states, some petitions involving 
Penns&ylvania apparel workers,. and some petitions 
covering. workers in the auto industry). The savings 
would have been somewhat more if also projected to 
these workers. 

Recent Labor data indicates that the number of work- 
ers filing for benefits increased substantially dur- 
ing the past two years. Therefore it is reasonable 
to assume, that potential savings which would result 
from adopting GAO's recommendations are substantially 
more than estimated in GAO's report. GAO has not 
f0rmaU.y proiected potential savings through 1985', 
but. we have no reason to dispute CEO's projections. 

Relevant GAO Reports. 
HRD-7?-152, ID-77-28. 

HRD-80-11, HRD-78-153, HRD-78-53, 



Modifications in Child Nutrition Proqrams CBO Prop0 Sal 

Sckool LuRchas 
Food Stamps 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

198L 1982 L983 1984 1985 Savings w---w 

300 32.5 355 390 430 1,800 
2,180 1,312 1,400 1,460 1,530 6,880 

Under currents law, children from families with incomes of up 
to 125 percent of the Department of Agriculture's poverty guide- 
lines. may reeeive free school Lunches, which the federal govern- 
ment subsidizes at $1.21 each. In fiscal year 1981, this means 
that a famiLy of four with income up to $10,050 may receive an 
annual lunch subsidy of about $220 for each child enrolled. in a 
participating sckool. Children from families with incomes between 
125 *sand 195 percent of the -poverty level pay LO cents for their 
lunches, with the federal government contributing $L.LO, or 
about $200 per child annually. For all those above 195 percent 
of the poverty level ($15,700), the government pays a subsidy of 
about 36 cents per meal, or $65 annually for each participating 
child. 

This. proposal would target subsidies more directly to Low- 
income children, who also tend to benefit the. most nutritionally. 
Free Lunches would be available to families with annual incomes of 
up- to. $8,.900; lunches priced at 10 cents would be available up to 
$14,090; and the annual federal. subsidy to families with incomes 
above that amount would be reduced by $9 per ckfld. Under the 
proposal, federal costs could be reduced by about $300 million in 
flacal year 1981 and. the five-year savings could reach nearly $1.8 
billion- 

W&e there wauld besome: reduction in the numbers of children 
participating under the- proposal, this would not be likely to have. 
any significant nutritional impact. Stud'ias have shown that 
participants in tke fncome ranges that would be most adversely af- 
fected by tker_proposa;l have no. better diets than nonparticipants. 

. .* 
Savings coul;d bt further increased,-up to $1-5 billion a 

year by 1985,. ff tfre present duplication of school lunch and food 
stamp subsidies. vere= ended- Food stamp benefits. are- calculated 



on the assumption that all family members eat three daily meals at 
home. School lunch subsidies aim to meet one-third of a child's 
daily nutrition requ@ement. About 43 percent of the households 
&&&&& ,'krom the food sta& program &so participate in the 
school lunch program. The effec!z of the overlap is to subsidi'ze 
four instead of three meals daily for about 6.8 miU.fon children. 



MODIFICATIONS IN CHILD NUTRITION PRCGRAMS 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSICN 

GAO Views 

GAO has not made an independent cost analysis of the 
proposed modifications in the child nutrition programs so 
it cannot estimate the potential cost reduction. It agrees, 
however, that the potential cost reduction is significant. 
GAO did not confirm the evidence supporting the statement 
that the modifications will not be likely to have any sig- 
nificant nutritional impact on children dropping out of the' 
program. GAO'.s research of available studies has shown that 
the school lunch program's nutritional impact has not been 
measured. The Department of Agriculture,. however, is under- 
taking a broad-based evaluation study of this program which 
should Lead to more conclusive evidence. 

Regarding the possible $1..5 billion annual savings by 
eliminating the. duplication between food stamp and school. 
lunch subsidies, GAO agrees that substantial savings might 
be possible- by eliminating this duplication. Based pri- 
marily on fiscal year 1976 information, GAO estimated in a. 
June 13, 1978,. report that the duplication would be about 
$111 million, but this estimate was intentionally conserva- 
tive. All the assumptions on which GAO's calculation was 
based were made so as to avoid overstating potential sav- 
ings; different assumptions would significantly increase 
the savings estimate- Other factors--growth in program 
participgtion and incre9+s,ed food costs and benefits--which 
have changed and will change dramatically between 1976 and 
1985 would also increase the estimated savings. GAO has 
not evaluated the details behind CBO's estimated savings 
but believes that the. general principle on which it is 
based--overlap between food stamp and school lunch benefits-- 
is valid, Further overlaps--and potential savings--are 
available regarding the summer food service, child care 
feeding, free special milk,. and breakfast programs- GAO 
has no estimates-of what such potential savings might. cur- 
rently amount to. 

Relevant GAO Reports &D-78-113, C&2-79-5 
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Reduction of Funding fat Youth Employment Programs 

'??$Wtngs'by FiMzaL Year Cumulative 
(in millions af dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 -e 

Youth Coasetvation 56 S8 
C=P 

1983 

61 

Young, Adult Conser- 
vaciolx corps 227 292 

summer Youth 
Employment Program 264 424 - w 

318 

463 

Total 547 774 842 

1984 1985 Savings -- 

63 66 304 

344 374 1,545 

SOL 543 - - 2,195 

908 983 4,054 

The Touth Conservatfoa Corps (YCC) and the Young Adult _ 
Conservation Corps (YACC) in combination provide 25,000 year- 
around and 40,000 summer jobs to young people aged 15 to 23, 
irrespective of family income Levels. The Summer Youth Employ- 
ment Program (SYEE) provides an additional 750,000 summer jobs 
for young people who qualify as "economically disadvantaged." 
Pout& la YCC: and YACC work mostly on conservation projects. in- 
volving state and federal lands, while those in SYEF undercake 
a variety of projects determined Largely by Comprehensive Employ- 
ment and Training Act (CZTA) prime: sponsors. ALthough the pro- 
jeers undertaken Fn these programs generally yield tangible 
benefits and give the young people an acquaintance with the 
demands of real work (promptness, for example), most of the 
activities would probably be classified as nonessential, and 
they generally do not include useful training. 

If the YCC and YACC progr?+F were completely el$minated, and 
if funding for the SYD were cut'by 50 percent, tke cumulative 
five-year sstigs through 1985 would be about $4.1 billion. 

The immediate consequence of funding cuts would obviously be- 
P loss of jobs. and income.' While the year-around youth unem- 
ploymeniVnte wou%d rise by only 0.4 percentage. point, the effects 
during: the summerwould be more serious,. partictiarly in inner-city 
uei@bqrhoods-- 
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The argument for eliminating the YCC aad YACC programs is 
that they are not targeted on people in financial need, and that 
the work .pe&omned &h-rough the programs, if it is worth doing, 
should be fftinced Fn the regular budgets. of the state and federal 
agencies involved. he argument for reducing SYEF funding is that 
its apparent underlying purpose ---averting urban unrest during 
s-r schooL vacatfoa periods-can be accomplished without such 
large federal expenditures* Furthermore, because they lack an 
organized training component, SYEI jobs provide few, if any long 
term benefits for the participants. 
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Reduction of Funding for Youth Employment Programs 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views. GAO has not reviewed the Youth Conserva- 
tion Corps (YCC) or the Young Adult Conservation 
Cotps (YACC) and cannot comment on potential savings 
or problems that may arise from elimination of these 
two programs. 

GAO's February 20, 1979, report evaluated the extent 
to which the I.978 summer youth program provided a 
meaningful work experience and was targetef to dis- 
advantaged areas and groups at seven locatrons across 
the country. GAO found serious problems in the work 
experiences.provided to youth especially at urban 
locations. Rural locations fared much better because 
the worksites were smaller and, thus, more manageable 
than the urban sites and because rural supervisors 
had a better understanding of program objectives. 
GAO did not recommend that the- summer youth employ- 
ment program be curtailed, but did recommend that 
it not be expanded unt'il it had been improved- The 
program had grown steadily since 1975 when about 
$391million was obligated to 1978 when $755 mrllion 
was obligated- A. very limited GAO follow up report 
on corrective actions taken by Labor for the I.979 
summer program, as well as a report by Labor's 
Inspector General, showed that improvements had 
been made in program operations.. 

GAO's February 1979 report did not assess potential 
monetary savings or possible problems that may occur 
from reducing the size of the summer program. KOW- 
ever, a potential source of savings not mentioned 
by CR0 may be available from reducing the amount of 
unobligated funds carried over by prime sponsors 
from one year to the next, Labor estimated that unob- 
ligated carry-over from the 1979 to the 1980 program 
was $49. milLione 

Relevant GAO Reports- HRD-80.39., EiRD-7904S,. ERD-78-123, 
ERD-77012L’ HRD-77-18 . 
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Termination of Certain Social Security Benefits CEO Prqo:sal 

:. 
SaVibgs by Fiscal Year Cumulative 

(iz millions of dollars) Five-Year 
1981 1982 1983. 1984 1985 vm-- Savings 

Phase Out Student 
Benefits 200 800 L,.400 L,900 2,100 6,400 

Phase Out SurrLvar 
Benefits for Parents 
of Children. Aged 16 
and I.7 25 90 500 525 53s 1,675 

EIiIainate Minim 
Benefit 65 I.35 160 205 225 790 

EliminateLump Sum 
Death Benefit 165 190 220 250 290 --p-p 1,115 

To tab 455 1,215: 2,280 2,880 3,.150 9,980 

Both: the Ford and the Carter Administrations have recom- 
mended phasing aut Social Security student. benefits., which are, 
payable to unmarried dependents between L8 and 21 if they are 
f&l-time- students. (Dependent benefits otherwise stop at age 
18.) The entitlement was, created in 196.5 legislation and is not 
based on need. The Congress has. greatly expanded.oth& forms of 
student assistance since 1965; phasing out the Social Security 
benefit would eliminate some duplication of payments. 

III his 1980: budget,' President Carter propased phasing out 
the survivor benefits for parents of children aged 16 and 17, 
eliminating ..the.miaimum benefit, and eliminating the lump sum 

death benefit. None was. enacted by the.Congress. 

SurrrLvor benefits are: pai-d the parent (typically, the mother) 
of chfldree uutilrhey reach age 18.. If the: parent's benefit (but 
not the chfldree's) was stopped when the dependent turned. 16, 
anuual savings. would bp L985 exceed $500 million.. The change is 
based on the assumption that the parent of a child aged 16 or Y la 
not homebound and can join the work force* 

. 



.-. -- 

The minfwrrr benefit fs usually paid to retirees who spent 
most of their working careers in noncoveted' employment, typically 
in government. Many of those eligfble foi the minimum benefit 
have earned 'p'ensions und'er other program. Those actually In 
need could be directly protected by Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI) and other welfare ptograms. 

This lump sum deatk beaeftt ($225) is paid to ar;l surviving 
f a-lies. Where the need exists, the SST program Fs an alrerna- 
tive method by which this support could be protided. 



'*ermination of Certain Social Security Benefits 

Eliminate Minimum Benefits 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views- 

Congress can save the Social Security trust fund $695' 
million in fiscal years 1981 through 1985 by approving the 
President's proposal to eliminate the minimum benefit provi- 
sion of the Social Security Act for new, beneficiaries.. 

The minimum benefit provision, intended to help the 
poor, has in recent years mainly benefited retired govern- 
mentworkers with pensions and homemakers supported by their 
spouse's incomes- Our study of beneficiaries who were awarded 
minimum benefits during 1977 showed- approximately 44 percent 
of sampled beneficiaries received no additional income from 
the,minimum provision because of offsets: required in other 
Federal programs- More than half of the remaining 56 percent 
had income or support from other sourcesv 

The need for the minimum benefit was greatly reduced 
in 1974 with the enactment of the Supplemental Security In- 
come program.. This program established a Federal minimum 
income level for the aged, blind, or disabled- Before the 
program, the minimum social security benefit may have been 
the only source of income for many people, but now. most 
needy elderly are eligible for Supplemental Security Income. 

A few minimum beneficiaries are not eligible for the 
Supplemental Security Income program even though they may 
be needy, This group includes individuals w.ho selected 
early retirement and widows/widowers aged 60 through 64~ 
They are not eligible for the Supplemental Security Income 
program because they are not aged,- blindt or disabled- The 
President's proposal could be- amended to authorize a Limited 
Supplemental Security Income payment which would replace the 
lost portion of the social security benefit provided they 
are: needy and otherwise meet the program"s eligibility re- 
quirements except for ageL 

If the minimum benefit provision of the Social Security 
Act were eUminated, our kork shows the net savings to 
the Government would. be $455 million fiscal years 1981. 



through 1985 *after a -$240 million increase in Supplemental. 
Security Income to replace the portion of the social securrty 
benefit lost, 

Relevant GAO Reports.. 

Minimum Social Security Benefit: A Windfall That Should Be 
Eliminated (ERD-80-29, 12-10-79) 



GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views.. 

Congress should amend the Social Security Act to dis- 
continue payments to post-secondary students and take the 
necessary steps to assure that the Office of Education will 
have sufficient financial resources to meet any increased 
demand for aid arising from discontinuance of these bene- 
fits. 

This program is an unnecessary burden on the trust 
funds. During the 1977-1978 school year, it diverted $1.5 
billion and is expected to divert $2.2 billion in 1979-1980, 
with estimates of greater costs in the future. Student bene- 
fits are being paid while, even after imposition of increased 
taxes upon Social Security contributors, there is doubt the 
system can fulfull its basic purpose without still further 
increases- 

Our re,port also supports a phase out of the student 
benefits program because it: 

-duplicates financial assistance provided by other 
programs paying education benefits, and 

--gives many students more money than their school 
costs warrant, inequitabLy curtails--or bars 
altogether-- benefits to other,students, and de- 
prives nonstudents- 

Since the Social Security student benefits- program was 
first enacted, many other forms of student assistance have 
been made- available to students., These other student aid 
programs are a more appropriate method of providing assist- 
ance to post-secondary students- 

We aqree with the Conqressional Budget Office that 
siqnificant savings can be achieved if the s,tudent benefit 
program were terminated- Were student benefits to post- 
secondary students to be terminated efEYective fall 1980, 
our work shows that the estimated net first year savings 
to the Social. Security taxpayers.would be $1.4~ billion, 
and the net savings to all taxpayers in that year would be 
about $l,l billion, 



ff the program were to be phased out over a S-year 
period--fiscal years 198.1 through 198S-the estimated savings 
to the trust fund would be $4.8 billion. N&t savings to the 
taxpayer for the same period would be $3:9 billSon after an 
increase in cost to the Office of Education Basic Grant-Pro- 
gram to meet any increasea - demand for aid arising from azs- 
continuance of Social Security student benefits* 

Relevant GAO Reports.- 

Social Security Student Benefits for Post-Secondary Students 
ShouLd Be Discontinued (HRD-79-108, 8-30-79) 



Termination of Certain Social Security Benefits 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO vi'ews . 'GAO b&s reeonnirended that noncontrfb'tltory social 
security wage credits for military service be phased out. 
Congress, in recognition of the low pay for first-term 
military members during the draft era, authorized a free 
social security wage credit of $1,200 per year for members 
whose social security taxable earnings were below the taxable 
earnings ceiling. Congress' intent when the credit was 
first enacted appeared to be to maintain adequate disability 
and survivor protection by making up for the decreased earn- 
ings and low social security contributions of the typical 
individual who was drafted and served one term before re- 
turning to civilian life and a higher paying job. Career 
members were not expected to receive the credit because 
their pay was expected to be more than the taxable earnings 
ceiling.. 

In recent years, however I the earnings ceiling has 
increased faster than military pay and now nearly all of the 
active duty force receives the credit. We conservatively 
estimate that these credits will eventually result in addi- 
tional social security outlays of over $100 million annually 
as military retirees who entered the- service after 1956 be- 
come eligible for old age benefits, In view of the fact that 
the noncontributory credits have outlived their usefulness 
we recommended that they be: discontinued for future military 
service, 

Relevant GAO Reoort, FPCD-79-57, August 8, 1979. 



Reduction of Funding for EPA Construction Grants CEO Pro;,osal 

whgs by Fw??al Ywr Cumulative 
(in miXions of dollars) Five-Year 

L981 1982 L983 L984 1985 Savings -m-w- 

0 420 732' 973 L,U3ff 

The 'Environmentd. Protection Agency (EPA) makes grants to 
states and munfcipalltfes for the pLanning, design, and COUSCNC- 
tion of wastewater treatment faciLiries. EPA usually provides 75 
percent of the construction costs, and 85 percent if the project 
involves innovative cechaology. Because the state5 must use or 
lose their a&located funds within specified periods, the projects ' 
receiving funding, me those "ready-to-go," rather than those 
higher up ou the priority ranking but uot yet ready. The result 
is that about 26 percent of aI2 EPA constructioa grant money 
($22.5 billioa between.1973 and L979) may have been used for 
lower-priority projects. If funding eligibility were lisited to 
three. project types-secondary treatment projects, advanced 
waste treatment ptojects, and new interceptor sewers--and if the 
use or lose period were Lengthened,. fedsal funds could be more 
effectively. used, even with a. 26. percent cut in the program. 

The counterargument is that most of the Lower-priority 
projects ought to be constructed eventually. The consequence of 
reduced EPA. funding would be a stretching out of the period 
before "point sources" of poUution would be controiledc At the 
current rate of- obligation,. that period is about 40 years. While 
states and mmicipalfties might still construct the projects no 
longer rovered,. they would have to bear the costs involved. 
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GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views: We have serious reservations with CBO's position. 
CBO basesits cost estimate on the assertion that 26 percent 
of the- projects funded are not yet ready for construction. 
We are not aware from our previous work that this situation 
is occuring. Also, it is not clear how CBO has estimated 
the five-year savings figures. 

CBO is proposing that EPA fund only secondary treatment 
projects, advanced waste treatment projects, and new 
interceptor sewers. If this were done, other projects which 
could have a significant impact on water pollution would not 
be funded. Such projects would include those to (1) correct 
infiltration/inflow problems, (2) rehabilitate sewers, (3) 
construct new collection sewersr (4) control combined sewer 
overflow problems, and (5) treat and control storm waters. 
These types of projects may represent a more cost-effective 
approach to pollution control than the construction of the 
three types of projects CBO is suggesting; 

Our audit reports have addressed the question of 
savings potential and have suggested cost saving projects 
and practices- We have recommended that better planning 
data be obtained before- the decision is made to construct 
costly treatment plants; that septic system be given more 
consideration during facility planning: that inexpensive 
best management practices techniques be used as alternatives 
to costly combined sewer overflow projects: and that some 
treatment plants not be built if they do not substantially 
improve wat6r quality. 

Relevant GAO Reports: CED-80-40, December 28, 1979; 
CED-78-167, December llr- 1978; CED-78-177, November 13, 
1978: CXD-78-168, November 3, 19787 CED-78-76, May L2, 
19787 CED-78-6, December 20, 1977. 
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Reduction of Funding for Impact Aid Cl30 Prqosal 

‘s&&gs ‘by‘+“f~$~~~,’ ;Pear Cumulative 
(in dlUons of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings ---e- 

250 325 350 40.0 450 1,775 

For meny years, adminLs.tratians and the; Ccmgress have argued 
over Impact Aid (also ~knovau as School Assistance for Federally 
Affected Areas); the principal. controversy has been over whether 
to continue- compensating Local. school districts for children 
whose parents either live or work oa federal praperty, but not 
boch- In teceut years, the Congress has Lowered expendir;ures for 
such children, but outlays au their behalf, about $250 million a 
year't still go to 4,100 school. districts. If the payments were 
eliminated altogether, savings over. the next five years would 
approach $1.8. billLou, or about one-third of the projected outlays 
if the program were unchanged. 

The: case for the reductioe is that the local school dis- 
trfcts Fnvoived are uot aecessarily Losing tax revenue or ex- 
periencing financial hardship because X the federal presence, 
since the parents- either llvc or work on local taxable property. 
Indeed, areas with substantial numbers. of highly paid federal 
workers. may have their property' values enhanced by the federal 
presence.. Furthermore, ia some states. the- infusion of federal 
dollars serves only to reduce the amount of stat& aid alloted 
under state equalizatioa programs. 

The counterargument is- that. termination of the program- would 
cause financial and budgeting shocks in the affected districts, 
same of whom- receive almost 7 percent of their education funding 
from this source (although far post the payment is 2 percent or 
Iess). . . :- 



GAO Views. In an October 1976 report to the Congress we 
presented an economic analysis of fiscal year 1973 impact 
aid data from 1,671 local education agencies. This analysis 
showed that without impact aid 48 percent of the agencies 
would need property tax increases of less than 5 percent 
and 28 percent would need increases of 5 to 10 percent. 
At the upper extreme, l.5 percent of the local agencies 
without impact aid would need property tax increases of 
25 percent or more. A 1977 updated analysis of fiscal 
year 1976 data showed similar results. 

Relevant GAO Reports. Assessment of Impact Aid Program 
(BRD-76-116, Oct. 15, 1976). Letter report to Chairman 
and Ranking Minority Member, Subcommittee on Elementary, 
Secondary, and Vocational Education, House Committee on 
Education and Labor (HRD-78-132,. July 13, 1978). 



Elfmfxatfon of Farm Disaster Payments 

Savings by Fiscal Year 
(in miilions of 

L9& 1982 1983 -we 

0 0 560 560. 560 1,680 

dollars) . 
2984 1985 -- 

CBO ?mgosal 

Cumularive 
Five-Year 

Savings 

The Congress has prodded disaster payments to producers of 
wheat, feed grains, cottou,. and ri;ce for several pears. 
pending leigslation is enacted., disaster payments will be muff 
available through the 1981 crop year, while expansion of a sub- 
sddized federal crop insurance program is also underway. These I 
programs are partly duplicative. Elimination. of disaster payments 
after the 1981 crop could result in cumulative five-year savings 
of about $l.T billion- 

Disaster payments encourage crop production in high-risk 
regions that are not ideally suited-to farming. They tend to be 
distributed to. a very few producers, who often recekve payments on 
a regular basis; and their availability discourages participation 
in, crop insurance programs. 

Eliminetiort: of disaster payments would have varied effects. 
Some- farmers in high-risk producing regions would not be able to 
afford. federal crop insurance, even at subsidized premium rates. 
Others: would seek: diversification, such as livestock production, 
as an alternative. to specialized crop faming. 

The satinga that would accrue from the permanent eliminatfon 
of disaster payments. could be used to subsidize crop insurance 
premium rates, thus spreading the benefit over many more farmers 
than under the present arrangements. Alternatively, the savings 
could. benefit taxpayers: generally, vLth crop insurance premium 
rates- set to spread overall costs, to farmers. rather than reduce 
them* 
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Elimination of Farm Disaster Payments 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views Legislation to expand the Federal crop insurance program. and 
repeal the Dep artsent of Agriculture's crop disaster payment program would 
shift most of the disaster protection cost from the taxpayers to the primary 
beneficiaries-the producers. In 1976 the Department of Agriculture esti- 
mated that this would save the Government $259 million annuaUy. In a May 
4, 1976, report to tha Congress, GAO said that it believed that such legis- 
lation had considerable merit. GAO recognized, however, that there were 
VarLoous options. as to the Federal role in agricultural disaster protection. 

The current Federal cru~.mkm2rance pro'gram Qould provide little economic 
relief in the event of widespread crop failure. The program- is ineffective 
primarily because guarantees and premiums, set on a county or areawide basis, 
are excessive for some producers and too low for others. 

In a December 13, 1977, report to the Congress, GAO recommended that 
the Secretary of Agriculture and. the- Federal Crop Insurance Corporation's 
Board of Directors develop personalized rates and guarantees on the basis 
of individual producersi wnual yield data. 

GAO agrees with CEG that thete is a potential for savings,by replacing 
the disaster payments program.wi.th an insurance program but has no current 
estimate of the amount of such savings. 

Relevant GAO Reports RED-76-91, FOD-77-7 



activities of the. federal government arguably could be better performed, 

or properly should be. performed, at the state or even the local level, 

where there can be more responsiveness to particular situations and a 

more direct accounting to the electorate, and where there may also 

be more ability to foot the bill. 



STRATE~ III: SBIFTING BESPONSXBXLITY TO STATE AND LOCLU 
GOVEWNTS 

Limiting of Federal Highway Aid 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in mfllfons of dollars) Five-Y ear 

1981 1982. 1983 1984 1985 Savhlgs e-e-- 

20a 900 1,600 2,000 2,100 6,800 

Expenditures. on the Federal. Aid Highway System till average 
$8.5 billion. a year during the next five years, If federal 
responsibility were limited to the Interstate System, co 
primary road system (which with the Interstate System forms 
integrated national. network), and to bridge replacement, 
f9$1-1985 's&in&s would approach $7 btll%?n, aad raabgs would 
ftiture years exceed $2 billion annually. 

The effect would be to shift back to the states the 
respoasibility for a variety of highway programs, including 
secondary road system, urban roads, pavement marking, ieSlOVa1 

hazards, rail-highway crossings projects, and the. 3-R program 
(resurfacing, rehabilitation, and restoration). 

One: argument for such a change is that the states are 
able to decide for themselves the standard of cyavenience, 
safety they wish to achieve ou their local road systems, 
well. as to raise the funds co meet whatever standards they choose. 
Each 1 cent in. gasoline taxes applied nationwide raises about 
billion. A unlfom 2.5 cent increase in all states would sake 
for the loss of federal grant funding under this option. 

A majority of all states. -28-have not raised their gasoline 
tax rates. since the OPEC price rises began in 1973. Their average 
tax rata per gallon is. 7.7 cenqs. The average in the 23 jurls- 
dictions that have had tax increases in the last seven years 
9 -5 cents- -Vhereao state gasoline taxes accounted for about 
percent "of the price of gasoline in 1973,, the current share 
about T percent- One apparent effecr of the federal highway 
grant program Fs to petit srare. legislaron to avoid raising 
gasfaUna, taxes to- pap for the noxfederal highway programs 
faverc 



An. argument again& such a change is- that the nation's road 
network, from the interstate highways ta the least-traveled back 
road, shau;td be regarded. as a aholre, and that a loss of federal 
funding for the- locaL parts of the whole wili have adverse national 
effects in, terns of transportation costs and lives last. 



GAO Supplementary r)i$cussion 

GAO VIEWS 

While we have issued no reports relating directly to 
limiting highway aid to specific prbgrams and the related 
ramifications of such limitation, we have issued three 
reports (listed below) which indirectly relate in that 
they discuss the deteriorating highways and the States' 
abilities and efforts to preserve them. 

The CBO report recommends limiting Federal responsi- 
bility to the interstate system, the primary system and ' 
bridge replacement. Would this responsibility be limited to 
the existing Federal responsibility--primarily, construc- 
tion- or should it be increased to include preservation 
activities which are now the States' responsibility? If 
such responsibility is expanded, the savings would be 
reduced and perhaps eliminated. In fact, inflation might 
require an increase in the Federal revenue. such as the 
gasoline tax, 

The CBO report indicates that the States would be able 
to decide the level of service they wish to achieve and that 
they could fund this level- In our report on maintaining 
Federal-aid roads, we pointed out that our highways are de- 
teriorating faster than they were being replaced and com- 
mented on the States' deteriorating financial ability to 
fund highway construction and maintenance. In another 
report on the effects of truck weights, we commented on the 
States' failure. to regulate overweight trucks, which are a 
cautize. of highway deterioration, These reports raise ques- 
tions on the States' abilities or willingness. to generate 
the revenue or take other actions necessary to preserve our 
roads, 

The rural,. secondary, and urban roads (which would 
become the- sole responsibility of the States) are of con- 
siderable importance: to our national commerce,. Will the. 
level of- service the States choose be adequate to maintain 
this commetce? Furtherr the Federal Government already 
hart d- considetiabla investment in these roads- Would the 
public be willing to- risk this. investment if the States 
choose not ta: maintain them? 

Federal legislation is pending which would increase 
the weight limits for trucks and which would prohibit 
the- States: from establishing limits lower than prescribed 
by the Federal legislation, Increasing truck weights 



Mh,ich would increase dWerioration of the States' highways 
while at the same time requiring th-e States to assume full 
responsibility for repairing this damage, seems inequit- 
able.. 

The CEO report implies that States have not been active 
in generating revenue for highways because less than half have 
increased their gasoline tax since 1973.. A review we have 
in process shows that a number of States are financing high- 
way construction and maintenance from other sources such as 
their general fund and sales taxes and that some 28 States 
afe actively considering increasing their gasoline taxes in 
1980. Further, the Federal gasoline tax is only 4 cents and 
has hot been increased since 1959. Because of inflation, the 
annual Federal highway contribution to the States represents 
only 50 percent of the purchasing power it had in 1967. 

Relevant GAO Reaorts: CED-77-31; CED-79-94; and PSAD-79-10. 



CBO Prwosal 
Elioinatfon of the State Share of the Land and Water 
Coasematioa Fund 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(la millioas of dollars) Five-year 

1982. 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings e-m-e 

147 196. 259 282 323 1,197 

The Land and Water Conservation. Fund (LRCF) has two com- 
ponents: 40 percent of the fund is for federal purchases of 
for parks, wildlife refuges, and recreation centers; the other 
percent is allocated to the states ou a SO-SO matching basis 
the acquisition and development of outdoor recreation facilities. 
If tha’atate share were reduced in 1981 and ended thereafter, 
the annual savings would exceed $300 tnlll;loa by L98S. 

Graats to state, governments for state park land acquisition 
and. sfmilar purposes were nat a federal responsibility until 
mid-1960s. With virtua.Lly ua exceptions, the states have provided 
the required matching fends since the program's inception, 
the program enjoys wide support2 In a sample of eight states, 
LWCF grants accounted for I.8 to. 37 percent of the state 
development and acquisition budgets. 

The argument for endlfig grants to the states from the 
is. that state recreation programs mainly serve state residents 
or vacationers from other states whose expenditures provide 
income i.n: the host state. Thus, each state has the responsibility 
for deciding what program its own taxpayers are willing to, 
port;. it has no claim on taxpayers- nationwide. 

. . 

The case for cont+lng the federal grant program is prlmsr- 
Uy OIT "guality of Iffe" grounds. The quantity of land is fixed 
ad, as. the years go by, the expense of acquiring public recrea- 
tion areas. will. inevitably climb. I?2 the land is not acquired 
mu,. future geaeratioas of Americans will have less recreational 
OQQO~~UZZ$~~~ ihan- the present generatlon- While the nationwide. 
benefits. accruing from: any parrlcular investment in state 
lands arez not direct& measurable,- it la argued thaz such lmest- 
merits seme the national interest- 
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I . .izhm~tionoftfre StateShareof the 

L3ndandrwzer Conservation Eknd 

GAO Views 



. , 

-s~~~~sfuluseofalternatimstofuU-titleacquisition 
toachieveprojectobjectives; and 

z 
a 
of 

should~Fedealshareof~mbecutininfduringtfienext 
five years, savinqs bmlld be as follow5: 

(mi7l~wsofcwhS) -tiw. 
E%oe-year 

I381 1982 1983 I.984 1985 me-e- savislgs 

49. 66 87 94 Lo5 401 
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Q¶bbvenbrl, l979,we issueda rqorton the Stati~rtim 
of the LMX amcehngtheuseofotherFederalgrant-inedprograms 
toBMxIceauorpartofthelccdLLt~IRa~requirerrent. 

we identified 500 recreation projects that received finand& 
assistance~~*~and~Federalprograms. Thetotal 
axtof these projects amxmtedtoabxt$144millionwi~ theLK3 
a=ributinqa&ut$66millianando~ Federal progranrsmw 
atx3ut$47milLionforaMtal.of$113~inFederdLfunding. The 
Federalsbretheeforewas 78 percent. If theState side oft&LVCF 
~~~~~~nalF~mperlditue0f$47million~uld 
bavel2eensaved. 

l!lumgh fisc=al year 1979 akout 25,000 state pmjees ware funded 
with uci? Irmies. 7W.3Ortct~hOW~O~~FederaldO~~ 
usedtohelpfmdthesepmjects. sihotUthe78perce?ttatal Federal 
fundingbldup faraUprojects,~tentialEkderalsatigs for the five 
fiscal years would be $853 m.iUion mre than $1,197 million es&Wed by 
cm as fol.l.as:. 

(Iumionsofdo~) clnmlative 
Five-Year 

198li I.982 I283 1984 1985 e-e-- %== 

252 336 443 483 536 2,050 



Elimination of Urban Park Grant Program 
CEO Prqo Sal 

Savings by Figeal Ye&r Y2mifdarlve 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings e.me-- 

9, 58 111 I.53 166 497 

The Congress in 1978 enacted a five-year grant prog,ram for 
the support of. urban park and recreational facilities. The 
saPFngs from: ending the program (assuming that it would otherwise. 
be- renewed ou expiratioa of the current authorization) would 
total almost $500 million during the aext five years... 

The- argument for eliminating the urban park grant program 
is the same as that for ending the state sham of .the Land and 
Wa'ter- Conservatfoa Fund. In both cases, fede,ral funds sisply 
substitute for local. funds. It is aot clear chat the national 
taxpayer should support a level of local recreational opportunity 
that locaL taxpayers. are unwilling themselves to support. 

The counterargument holds that there is a aatioaal interes& 
in preserv&g or imprcmkkg the "quality of life" for urban resi- 
dents- 



* . l3llmlationofUrbanParkGrantProgram 



Reduction of Funding for Crimfnal Justice Assistance CBO Prqosal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1,985 m--m- Savings 

74 320 488 560 606. 2,048 

The Justice System Improvement Act of L979 revised and 
continued a U-year-old program by which the federal government 
makes grants to state and local governments in connection with 
efforts to deal wfth crime and juvenile deliquency.. If the federal 
government's role were reduced to maintaining a national research 
and statistics program, the annual. cost would be about $50 tillion 
instead of nearly $600 million. Savings through 1985 would reach 
$2 billion. 

There- is some evidence that many ongoing programs now funded 
by the federal government would be continued even if federal 
assistance were phased out. Of 3,086 criminal justice projects 
ending in 1978 that were eligible or intended to be taken over 
entirely by state or local funding, 84 percent were continued. 

Tt f-c less: clear chat new ianovative projects would be 
started if, federal assistance were no longer available.. Judged 
by criteria adopted by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra- 
tion, however, fewer than 2.5 percent of the 1978 block grants 
supported ;Lnnovative programs. 

Proponents- of the present program argue that elimination. of 
federal grants- would be a major threat to the progress that state 
and local governments have- made in coping with. crime and juvenile 
delinquency, and that the changes made by the 1979 Legislation 
have addressed the deficiencies that marked earlier efforts. 
Advocates of a Jimited f &era1 role argue. thar, after L2 years. and 
more thaa $7.7' bill;iom, the federal government and the states 
have had ample: opportunity to experiment with innovative ap- 
proaches; that there La uo persuasive evidence that the rate of 
crime- or the.. quality of crfminai justice administration have been 
significantly affected by the federal program; and that, if srates- 
place a high- priority OIT criminal justice programs, General 
R@venue? Sharing fuuds- are available for that purpose- 
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Redtxcim:of Funding for Criminal Jtistice Assistance 

GAO Supplemntary Discbssion 

2hniay.1978, GAO, ini staff study prepared it the request qE - 
‘the Senate Comnittee on the E&get, stated that it muld not be: possxble 
forit-or foranyothergrcup-to deteminewhether theLE%program, 
overall, has bad any easurable impact upon 

-prme&ng,controlling,and/orreducingxrime 
anddelinquency;or 

. . 
of the criminal justice 

T+, while fhe m 'tsy forsasings ksts byreduci.ng.the&tig 
fore justlce assistance, there is little solid inf~t~on to use 
Irr.assessing the mrit of swh 8 reduc~on. The CBO analy.!+s states that 
3,086 &in&d. justice.projects ended m lJ78 that.were e+grble or 
intemied.to be taken over entirely by State.or+oc+ fkdmg, and-that 
84percentw~re~cmtinued.. Anunansweredquest~an 1s whether pro3ects 
ofthisnature muldeverhambeen startedmwillbe started.= tie 
53tzretitboutt&infusion ofcrimindl justice:funds. 

Relevant GAO Repore 

Federal; Grim. Ccn&oL Assistance: ADisc&sim 
Possible Alternatives, GGD 78-28, January 27, 1978 

of the program .md 



CSO Pra;3osal 

Reduction of Funding fo$ lkban Development Action Grants 

Satings. by Fiscal Pear Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

'I982 I,982 1983 L984 2985 Savfngs eve--. 

T ‘37 85 153 231 513 

TIX 1979 the Congress author-lzed the use of up to 20 percent 
of Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG.) funding in counection 
with "'pockets of poverty "-deterioriated areas of otherwise 
financially healthy cities. If this. action were reversed and 
total program funding cut back by 20 percent, annual savings 
1985 would approximate $230 million; 

The UDAG program assists communities with commercial, 
industrial, and housing development. Communities use the grants 
either for public' works or to provide loans or grants to privarz 
fitis or- developers. 

The southern and southwestern regions of the United States 
benefit most from the '*pockets of poverty" eligibility concept, 
and would bear-much of the. cost of its loss. The cities that 
would be eliminated, however* rank Fn the top- half of all cities 
in terms of fiscal condftios, and many would probably fund eco- 
mnnic development projects from general revenues. or other Local. 
sources-. But inevitably some- UDAG projects would not go for- 
ward,. with- consequent erosiou of the local tax base and loss 
prospective jobs and housing.. 

The- case for this. reduction- proposal is that the affected 
cities are in relative terms not distressed, and thus need no help 
from. a program: enacted in the first instance to assist "severely 
distressed" cities.- The counterargument i.s. that there is 
evidence that "po,qk&s of poverty" grants are spent less effi- 
ciently than other UDAG grants- 



Reduction of Funding for 
Urban Development Action ,Grants 

"GAO Supplementary Discussion'* 

GAO Views. C30 proposed eliminating the "pockets of 
poverty” program and cutting back the total, grogram by 
20 percent,. resulting in annual savings of $230 aillion by 
1985. 

GAO believes the potential savings in the Urban Develop- 
ment Action Grants. (UDAG) grogram could be greater if the 
cuts were made as outlined below. As indicated in tastimnony 
before the Congress on May 23, 1979, we found several prob- 
lems with selected UDAG's. Xe did not testify on the "pock- 
ets of poverty" program because it was enacted later; however, 
we believe the program should not be eliminated without a 
trial period. Lt is new, untested, and could prove worthwhile. 

Our alternatives to C3O's proposed cuts follow. Alterna- 
tive 1 would yield savings of $1.55 million in budgetary 
authority by 1985; and Alternative 2 would yield $633 inillion 
in. savings in. budget outlays. by 1985. Mote that we include 
1980. in our projections because the budget authority increased 
69. percent between 1979. and 1980. 3ur projections would, in 
effect,. maintain 1979 funding levels, - 

Alternative 1 

Between FY 79 and FY 80, the budget authority for the 
UDAG program was increased by $275 million (from $400 to $675 
million per year). If this 69 percerxt increase were rescinded, 
the following savings in budget authority would be- realized. 

-u --- Fiscal Years -l-M-- ----e 

Incremental 
savings, 

1980 198L 1982 

$275 $275 $27f 

Cumtiative 
savings: 

$275 $550. $825 

1983 1984 1935 

$275 $275 $275 

$L,.loo: $1,3fS $1,650 



Alternative 2 

Alternatively,,a 20 percent reduction in total program 
b&get outlays would result in the fo11owing savrngs. 

I-IIIu-u---- F i SC al year 3 -------------- 

1980 1981 1982. 1983 1984 1985 

Budget $180 $3S5 $610 $S60 $675 $675 
outlays 
(estimates) 

20 Percent $36 $73 
incremental 
savings 

$1.22 $132 $135 $135 

Cumulative 
savings 

$36 $109 $231 5363 $498 $633 

(Assumes budget outlays equal. budget authority for FY 34 and 
FP 85, and budget authority in FY 84 and FY 85 ss the same 
as for FP 83, trhich equals $675 million.) 

Both -Alternatives 1 and 2 above would result in greater 
cumulative savings in budget authority, and budget outlays, 
and would. be applied to the entire UDAZ pr oqrarn, 

not only to 
the. new Wgo~ket~ of poverty'* set-aside funding. 

Relevant GAO Report. R-An-79-85. 



Reduction in the General Revenue Sharing Program 

Savings by Fiscal Year 

El.i.lniIlate 
States 2,440. 2,660 2,900 3,150 3,420 

Lintit 
Local Units 240 260 230 310 340 

a/ These savings are estimated against the (X.3 baseline projec- 
tion. Against the Administration's proposal, the savings wouLd 
be? $11,425 million.. 

CBO Prgosal 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Savings 

14,570 &/ 

1,440 

General Revenue Sharing (GRS) payments to state governments 
have- been steadily declining in real terms and were only about 2 
percent of state general fund expenditures in 1979. Eliminating 
states from. GRS woul.d, therefore, have only a small overall 
intpact, but the effects would be unevenly distributed since states 
vary consideeably in the-financial positions and in the propor- 
tion of GRS fund-g passed through to local units of government. 

Rather than prohibiting, GRS aid for all jurisdictions of a 
given type-; eligibility might be based on relative need. The 
example- used here- eliminates Local units in which the per capita 
persoaal income exceeds 122 percent of the national average. It 
is to some extent arbitrary, for income is not a wholly adequate 
measure of either the needs or the capacities of governments.. 
(The estimated savfngs. are based on limited data; actual savings 
may be Less,) 

Germral Revenue: Sharing was originally viewed as a vehicle 
to. shifr some of the national tax burden from regressive state 
and Xocal taxes- onto more progressive federal taxes, while allowing: 
stats- and local -officials broad. discretion over the use of the 
muds- The- &sue now arises w.hether increases in the progressitity 
of state and. local taxes. and increased competition for federal; 
dollars; warrant continuation: of the program in its. current formc- 
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Reduction %% the General 
Revenue Sharinq Program 

GAO S&plementary Discussion 

GAO Views- 

We have- had, and still retain, reservations about the 
Revenue Sharing Program. We believe that funds raised by 
the Federal. Government should be used for more clearly iden- 
tified national purposes or objectives, and have been con- 
cerned by the fack of accountability that is inherent Ln 
a'program of general, umdirected assistance- On several 
occasions we have voiced our concern of the dangers in- 
herent when spending and taxing responsibilities are 
separated. 

We axe curreatl;y nearLng completion of an assessment 
of the nature and extent o.f the impact of eliminating State 
governruents from the. &venue Sharing Program, The States 
we visited were Arkansas, California, Idahp, M~ss~ss~pp~, 
New York,.North Carolina, Vermont, Wisconsin, and West 
Virginia, Our assessment focuses on these n'ine States but 
is supplemented by natiotiwide data when available, 

The results of OUT assessment lead us to conclude that 
the general;ly sound currerzk tid projected fiscal health 
of the. States we visited would enable them- to withstand 
the 1os.s of revenue sharing funds without undue h-dship. 

Relevant GAO Renorts 

No: prior repoxts that deal specifically with elikna- 
tion of the States from the Revenue Sharing Program, How- 
ever, we are scheduled. to testify on the results of OUT 
ongoing review.on March 20 and 25,. 1980, before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Intergoverrmental Relations and the House 
Subcommittee OIL Intergovernmental Relations and Human Re- 
sources, respectively, 
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c30 P rope Sal 

Increase of States' Sharaiin Cost of Army National Guard 

Savings by Fiscal Pear Cumulative 

1981 
(inL~~Ll.ons of dollars) Five-Year 

1983 1984 2985 e. k m - e Savings 

L90 210 230 250 275 l,l55 

The 344,000 members of the Army Natioaal Guard serve two 
functions- They are part of the- nation's. reseme military forces; 
and they are used by the states tzo keep order when other police _ 
and securttg forces are inadequats,. for assistance after natural 
disasters , for- holiday traff-ic patrols., and for other state 
purposesc The states pay salary costs only when the Guard is 
actively performing a state mlssfoa; they pay nothing- else toward 
the cost of the- insurance role the Guard fulfills. This option 
would require the. states. to pay 10 percent of the total doist of 
maintaining the Guard. 

The .&gUient. in favor of the &RWge, aside from the federal 
satixgs that would occur, is that it is reasonable to ask state 
governments to bear at least a part of the ongoing costs of state 
military units; and that, if the states had to pay some. part of 
the costS’,- they would examine more carefully the needed size and 
capability of their Guard. units- Opponents migh-%welL argue that 
the Guard's size is determined by federal mobilization require- 
r~ents and that its state functions are simply auxiliary duties- 



Increase of States' Share 

$A0 Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views, GAO believes there is merit in CBO's proposal to increase the 
states' share in: the cost of Army National Guard and it further believes 
the same proposal could be applied to the Air National Guard as well.. There - 
are benefits in addition to the unconfirmed savi rigs identified by CBO. 

Basically GAO has reported that the readiness of the Army and Air 
National Guard and Reserves could be significantly improved if 

--duplicate capabiTities were eliminated, 

--inefficient headquarters were reorganized, 

--peacatime structures were brought more in line with 
wartime structures, 

--unnecessary and unsupportable units were eliminated, 
and 

-the reserve units were better integrated with active, 
forces- 

Lf the states had. to. pay more of the cost for their National-Guard 
forces, they would have more of an incentive to aline their forces with 
identified. state- requirements. Units not required by the states could be: 
eliminated or transferred to the Reserves wherein consolidations could foster 
further efficiencies, A serious question the states need to consider is 
the need to retain their Air National Guards.. 

The end result ot' increased state funding could be improved efficiency 
and readiness of the reserve components, ,GAO believes the potential 
savings from Air National Guard. realignment and more economic logistic 
stationing of units that would.mirror the mobilization needs. would be 
sizable in terms of aircraft and related support costs. If the states 
had to. compensate the Federal Government for the cost of inefficient 
operation- and stationing, they might be more inclined. to release the 
units. or accept the more logical combination and. consolidation of units 
and logistic support: 



Phasfag Out of Funding for Vowtfonal Educatioa CBO ProposaL 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Y ear 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings v-m-- 

20 213 457 708 966 2,363 

Federal support accounts for about 10 percent of natim2aL 
expenditures for vocational education. Since the program Fs 
funded in advance,. first-year outlay savings would be: modest 
lf it were gradually phased out; they would grbw' rapidly in the 
later years-, however, reaching aearlg $1 billion In 1985. 

While- same vocational education programs might be jeopardized 
if federal support stopped, it is likely that states and Iocalf- 
ties. would- increase their own suppart for such programs- to make up 
for at least part of the difference. rn 1980, 29 percenr of 
total federal budget authority- for vocational education ($226 

'hfllfoa) Was targeted. on prdgrams for handicapped, minority, 
ecouomf tally disadvantaged, and non-English-speaking students. 
Bistorically, states and 1ocaUties have not'made a. major effort 
to provide vocational education services to the population groups 
that might be mast affected by a loss of federal fimding. 

The basic argtmenr for ending federal. support for vocational 
education is that- such education entails relatively high costs per 
snzdenr,. while the: available evidence suggests that most voca- 
tiouaL education graduates, do not command higher wages or enjoy 
Lower unemployment rates than similar high school., graduates 
tithout such training. Supporters of the program contend that 
f?z encourages. some students to compl.ete high school, that the 
training does improve the earnings potential of some participants, 
and that if some aspects of the: program are ineffective the remedy 
is to- improve the training, uot end federal support for Ft. 



PKASING OUT OF FUNDING FOR 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views. In a December 1974 report to the Congress we 
stated that nationwide, State and Local dollars directed to 
vocational education had increased, The national ratio of 
approximately five State and local dollars for every Federal 
dollar had been maintained since fiscal year 1970, indfcating 
that State and local governments had recognized the need for 
expanding vocational education opportunities. To the extent 
that States are able to sustain such a ratio of State and 
local support to Federal support, the ultimate objective of 
the act-providing vocational training for all who need it- 
stands a better chance of being met.. 

The report pointed out that some States, however, found 
it increasingly difficult to maintain or increase their ratio 
of State and local support for. every Federal dollar. Our 
analysis of OE statistics showed that in some States the ratio 
of State and local support under State vocational education 
programs had been declining. In fiscal year 1973, one-third 
of the States (17) spent fewer State and Local dollars for 
every Federal dollar than they did in fiscal year 1970. In 
contrast,, only one State in fiscal year 1970 had emended 
fewer State and local dollars for every Federal dollar than 
Ft had in fiscal year 1965- From fiscal year 1972 to fiscal 
year 1973,. States wFth a declining State- and local to Federal 
funding ratio numbered 18. Included were 3 States which ranked 
among the top 10 States receiving Federal vocational funds. 
This. downward trend may indicate that a plateau had been 
reached as far as the salutorg effect of the Federal dollar 
in enticing State and local dollars. 

Although we did not analyze the reasons for this declining 
ratio, th& Natiiontil Advisory Council on Vocational Education 
and State directors of vocational education advised us that 
economic factors at the State and local level, such as budget 
constraints and decreased outlays for construction, hajre made 
it mare difficult for States to maintain their ratio of State 
and local dollars to Federal. dollars.. 

Relevant GAO Report- Whae is the RoPe- of Federal Assistance 
fop Vocational Education? (MWD-75-31, Dee- 31,. 1974). 



Shifting Responsibilities to the Private Sector. Over the years, the 

federal"g&&nmkt hbs 4ncreasingly subsidized activities in the pri.vate 
ing the 

sector. Now may be an appropriate time to consider transferr 

costs of such subsidies back to private firms and individuajs 
l 



.Sbifting..Re_spanSib,~l-ity.te the Private Sector 
'"GAO Su@plem&~t&ry "l3%&c?&sslbn" 

GAO Views. In commenting on this section we wish to highlight 
problems regarding present budget treatment of revenue from 
the public for business-Like services performed by the Federal 
Government. We do not disagree with CEO on the potential for 
increased revenue in the specific areas mentioned, Our con- 
cern re,Lates to a possible false impression regarding the 
effect these revenues have on the size of the Federal budget, 
because they ar e not presently treated in a manner consistent 
with other types of Federal revenue. 

The current method of presenting certain offsetting 
collections and offsetting receipts, and not presenting 
off-bifidget Federal. en'tftfe's (which are.rC&bursed for 
business-like services performed for the public) in the 
Federal budget makes it difficult to readily identify total 
Federal revenues and outlays, For example, offsetting 
coLlections from non-Federal sources are currently deducted 
from.budget authority and outlays in expenditure or appro- 
priation accounts and. are not counted in revenue totals. 
Budget authority and outlay figures at the account LeveL 
are reported net and do not fully reflect Federal activity, 
ITI accounts with large offsetting collections, there is 
serious distortion of budget authority and outlay I 
figures-they are not includ.ed in totals. 

We have stated on several occasions that adequate 
congressional control over budget amounts and totals may be 
impaired if there is incomplete, inaccurate, or confusing 
reporting on budget requirements and related matters. The 
Congress requires- informative and accurate budget information 
for purposes of comparing programs, setting budget priorities-, 
and exercising fiscal control. We have therefore recommended 
that revenue from the public for business-like Federal 
activities. be included in the budget totals on a gross rather 
than net basis, We have: also recommended that Government 
owne& off-budget entities: be included in the budg,et totals.. 

Relevant GAO Reports, "Revolving Funds: Full Disclosure 
Need for Better Congressgonal Control" (PAD-77-25) 
August 30,. L97?- 

"Federal Budget,Outlay Estimates: A Grdwtig problem”’ 
(PAD-79-2(I) February- 9,, 1979- 
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CBO Pro;?osal 

STRATEGY IT: SXIFTI2?G REsP&SIBXILTY TO TEE PRLVATE SECTOR 

User Charges for Coast Ghard Activities 

Savfngs by Fiscal Year Cmulative 
(in miIlious of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 19% L985 Savings em--- 

600 650. TOO ?60 820 3,530 

The Coast Guard prwfdes sport-rarr~e-~avfg~~ional aids-- 
such as buoys. and other channel markings-without which commercial 
shipplng in U.S. inland and: coast& waters. would, be substantially 
more hazardous-, diffLcul;t, and cos.t~y.- The capital and operating 
costs of these navigational aids. couId be recovered from the 
shipping industry, just as highsa users pay for the cost of 
hi &ways - 

The- Coast Guard aJ.s~ engages- in: search and rescue operations 
for private mariners who. are lost ar otherwise Fn trouble.. About 
70. percent of such missions. involve recreational boaters. With 
10 mfl.lfon recreational, boats, of aU: kinds, an a11nua1 registration 
fee of less than $25 would recover the- search and rescue costs 
attributabl& to recreation&L boaters- 

The argument for chargag the: shipping industry for navlga- 
tional aids is that efficiency is enhanced whea users of various 
modes of transportation pay the costs of each mode. De argument 
for charging recreational boaters is simply that ft would be fair 
for the beneficiaries. of this, 'special service to bear the cost 
rather tharr the? average taxpayer. 

An argument against Qaposfng: such user charges is the likely 
dfsruptive impact oa the shipping. and boating indus-tries and 
thei difficulq.' of estabLishlng fair cost aLlocatIons among the 
various Mnds of users- 
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USER CHARGES FOR COAST GUARD ACTIVITIES. 

GAO Stipplementary Discussion 

GAO Views: In a soon to be released report, GAO recognizes 
that funds: would be available to the Treasury if the Coast 
Guard were to charge the users of the services provided. 
The draft report also notes that the Coast Guard is 
currently developing a fee schedule for examination of U.S. 
vessels. The fee schedule is to be completed in about one 
year, 

Our draft report also recognizes certain disadvantages' 
or difficulties in implementating a user charge system: 

--Vessel owners and masters may try to avoid vessel 
inspections so as to save the inspection charge, 
thereby reducing vessel safety. 

-4ariners requiring assistance at sea may hesitate to 
contact the Coast Guard if they know they are to be 
charged for services performed. As a result, mariner 
safety may be jeopardized, 

--The users of some Coast Guard services--radio 
navigation services, aids to navigation, law 
enforcement, etc, --may be difficult to identify and 
it may be difficult to establish equitable charges 
for some services. 

-Costs to implement and administer a user charge system 
(billing and collection, rate revisions, etc.) could 
be costly. Also, collection ef charges may be a 
protracted and difficult task.. 

>- 
We have no comments on the cost estimates. 

Relevant GAO Reports: Draft report entitled "The Coast 
Guard--Expanded Role But Limited Resources"' ICED-80-76; to be 
issued about lYarch 25, 1980) 



CBO Prc@osal 
.:, 

Gzcraased User Charges for Amy Corps. of Engineers Waternay 
Projects 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in tuillfons- of dollars) Five-Y ear 

198L 1982 s983 2984 la.5 S&illg> -.v--- 

980 1,010 L,O70 L,L20 1,200 5,380 

During the next five years the Army Corps of Engineers 
PFU; speud about $.5.7 bfllioa for- cons,tructioa and operating 
costs in connectioa with the nations's network of inland water- 
ways., and to help maintain deep-draft ports. Under a recent 
enactment, au inlaad.watemay user charge in the form of a 4 cents 
per gallon fuell tax will take effect in 1981 and rise to 8 cents in 
five years* The estimated 1981-L985 collections. of that user tax 
wflf, cover about 6 percent of the relevant federal expenditures la, 
the same perfod- 

Full recovery of costs would require an increase of 64 cents 
per gal;llon in. the tax paid by inland waterway users, and cculd 
result in f%ve-year taxpayer savings of almost $5.4 billion. In 
aX lltelXhood, the- threat of such a large tax increase would 
cause marginal navigation projects to be dropped, thus reducing 
the size of the: required tax. 

Tlie arument for'increasing waterway user charges turns on 
both efficiency and equity. More efficient use of the country's 
resources: will: be- achieved if the rates- for barge transportation 
reflect the, economic costs. of that mode. Shippers choose modes in 
part on the basis of rates, and when the rates for one mode are 
much more heavily subsidized by taxpayers than the rates for other 
modes, some traffic. is diverted from.more efficient to less 
efficient modes- The equity argument is that Ft is unfair to 
ask the taxpayer to subsidize a profitable and growing private 
industry- 

The argument against full-cost waterway user charges is that 
they would di2rupt the- barge industry, at least Fn the short 
term, and. that mosx of the- higher costs would be passed on to 
shippers and uJ.timateLy to coasumers Fn the form of higher prices- 



-Theeqansic3nofthewkerwayidustzyhasreachedapint 
whee sane mai3 waterway arteries are beaming overcrewded- 





Increased User Charges for Arm 
Corns of Enqineers Zaterway ProjeZts 

"GAO Suppl*&W$tary DiBcussion" 

GAO Views. GAO agrees with. the principle of full recovery 
of future expenditures on inland waterways, since this would 
be both equitable and efficient, as C30 states,. 

Efficiency in the use of inland waterways can be increased., 
howeverr by changing the form of the charge from the present 
fuel tax, and by the use of congestion charges. Charges for 
waterways that cost more to construct and operata should be 
higher than charges for less expensive watetways. A fuel ta% 
canno.t accomplish this. Bowevef , segment charges which vary 
from one waterway to another can accomplish this.. 

In some cases, the operating costs of a waterway may be 
quite low relative to initial construction costs. In such 
cases, efficiency in waterway use can be enhanced by using a 
two-part tariff, which imposes a (commonly annual) fixed 
charge, for access to the waterway, and a lower charge for 
each use of it,. The fuel tax is, again, less sfficient in 
these cases, 

Finally, c,ongestion charges should be used when demand 
for the use of ZL waterway exceeds- its capacity, Such charges 
will even out demand, reducing or eliminating peak 'loads. 
Congestion charges may have to take the form of a tax, since 
they would not be associated with any cost incurred by the 
government, The legal restrictions on implementing. congestion 
charges should be fully explored prior to implementation. 

GAO agrees that water;(ray user charges could disrupt the 
barge industry. Some economically marginal operations could 
be put out o,f business, IJowever, the exact incidence of 
increased user charges is not obvious, and thus warrants care- 
ful study, It could be thecase that the charges would large- 
ly bs passed along‘ to the ultimate consumers of barge services.- 
GAO does not believe; that this constitutes & vaLid: reason for 
not implementing such charges.. It is equitable that consumers 
who< benefit from use o:f the waterways bear the associated costs, 

Relevant GAO: ReDort, P&D-80-X (In final. processing,,) 



CBO Prqosal 
Increased User Charges for Ai?ports and Airways 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 "1983 1984 A985 i*. Smings -m-F- 

910. 980 I,060 1,120 1,200 5,270 

The Federal. Aviatioa Adzninistratloo (FAA) spends. over $3 
billion a year, mostly on operating the airport and airway system,. 
on. grants-in-aid for airport construction, on purchases of faclli- 
ties and equipment, and on research and developmear. Some of these 
expenditures are funded through user charges (primarily an 8 
percent tax ou passenger tickets)' paid into the Airpart and Airway 
Trust Fund. 

The. FAA estimates that in 1978' commercial users paid 88 
percent of thezk share. of the costs while general aviation users 
paid 14 percent of their share- Having all users of the airway 
system more aearly pay their owu way would encourage more effi- 
cient use of airports and airways, and would be more fair as 
well, Increased user charges would probably permit budget savings 
of about $5.3 billion over the next five, years.. User charges. on 
general aviation would increase seven-fold, by an average of over 
$3,000 per plane. This Fs equivalent to about a. l.5 percent Fn- 
crease.in average operating costs- Little change would be required 
in commercial aviation charges. The general taxpayer would con- 
tinue: to subsidize the roughly 25 percent of FAA. expendiures that 
represent pub&z intl?Iest COSTS and other nonattrlbut+ble costs. 

An argument against this. proposal is that greatly increased 
taxes might disrupt the general aviation industry. This disrup- 
tlon could be minimized by using the trust fund surplus (now 
around $3.f billion) to introduce increased user charges gradually. 
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INCREASED USER CBARGES FOR AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS 

~A~..S,ua~I~~~~~~~,.~~~~sion 

GAO VIEWS 

In 1977, aircraft delays cost U.SI. airlines over $800 
million; detained the traveling public over 60 mi l,i.on 
hours; and caused the airlines to use an additional 700 
million gallons of fuel, over 8 percent of their total con- 
sumption. Generally ,- aircraft delays result from excessive 
air traffic and bad weather. Many major U.S. airports 
have peak, congested. periods when air traffic exceeds run- 
way capacity and aircraft delays occur:.- 

To reduce aircraft delays at major airports, GAO rec- 
ommended that the Congress authorize and direct the Secrc- 
tary of Transportation to shift air traffic from peak to 
off-peak periods or to other airports. This shift could be 
accomplished by the Federal Government's assessing user 
charges --which the report calls "peak surcharges"--on com- 
mercial and general aviation aircraft landings and take offs 
at major airports during peak, congested periods, As such, 
geak surcharges co'uld be use-0 increase Be general avia- 
tion users share of the cost. of operating the airport and 
airway system,. Recause- peak surcharges may lead to the. 
better use of existing airport capacity, Federal expend- 
itures to build additional capacity may not be- needed, 

Although the trust fund's surplus could be, used to in- 
troduce increased user. charges gradually, the fund's surplus 
would be reduced: by Senate bills 1649 and 1648. Senate bill 
L649 would reduce the passenger ticket tax paid into the 
trust fund from 8 percent to 2 percent, thus reducing the 
fund's revenues- In con-trast, Spnate bill k-648 would in- 
crease the levels. 0.15 funding for trust fund supported activ- 
ities., 

Relevant GAO Reports: CEO-79-102 



Reduced Spending for Large 2ie;rtports 

Savings by F'iscaL Year 
(in millions of dollars) 

1981 .I982 1983 I.984 1985 --- 

100 200 300 400 500 

CBO Propasal 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Savings 

1,500 

The Federal Aviation Adnrinisttatioa budget could be reduced 
by elir~fnatiag Large and medium. hub, airports. from the airport 
and airway development grant program.. These airports. are close - 
to financial self-sufficiency already, and could replace the 
lost funds through user fees on commercial and general; avfation- 
Commerrlal airlines are the umst important users of these air- 
ports, and they would pay most of the increased fees. This 
change would reduce federal outlays. by about $100 million irt 1981 
and over $500 miLlfor~ in 1985 for a total five-year savings of. 
about $1.5 billion. 

The Senate. Commerce Committee has reported a bU.1 (S. 1648) 
proposing this change. In addition, the ,bill would use the re- 
suiting federal savings and. the existing surplus in the airport 
and Afmay Trust Fund to reduce the. 8 percent ticket tax to 2 
perceat. The loss i'u revenues from the decreased ticket tax 
proposed by this bill would be greater than the projected budget 
savings. 



REDUCED SPENDING FOR LARGER AIRPORTS, 

$240 Supplementary Discussion 

GAO VIEWS 

The elimination of large and medium hub airports from 
the airport and airway development grant program is con- 
sistent with GAO's past recommendation that Congress estab- 
Lisb priorities and use. tbem to distribute airport develop- 
ment grants, considering among other things the financial 
resources of airports-. The Large and medium hub airports 
that would be defederalized under Senate bill 1648 were 
entitled to over $150 million in Federal grants fur fiscal 
year 1979 thus the defederalization of these airports would 
result in considerable savings. 

According to an FAA August 1977 report on "Airport 
Land Banking," airports could be expected to break even on 
operating expenses when annual passenger enplanements reach- 
ed 97,000, When annual passenger enplanements reached 
275,000 airports were generally able to meet their debt ser- 
vice requirements from operations without local contributions, 
hea& taxes,. or other extraord.inary income. The large and 
medium hub airports to be defederalized under Senate bill 
I.648 had annual passenger enplanements in 1978 ranging from 
a. low of 700,000 to a high of about 22 million; thus they 
should be self-sufficient without Federal assistance, 

One rationale presented for defederalizing the Large 
and medium hub airports covered by Senate bill 1648, is that 
these airports receive a lot less in grant funds than the 
funds-they contribute to the Airport and Airway Trust Fund 
through the 8 percent passenger ticket tax. Thus a reduc- 
tion in the ticket tax from 8 percent to 2 percent as pro- 
vided in the. companion bill (S, 1649) to Senate bill 1648 
should. result in- substantially less revenues. This loss in 
revenues could more than offset any savings realized through 
the defederalization. of large and medium airports. Further, 
savings would. also. be reduced by the increased funding levels 
proposed in Senate bill 1648.. 

Relevant GAO Reports: CID-7%-1T 



- CBO Prqaosar 

Elimination.of Solar Demonotr@on aad Application Projects 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) F'ive-Year 

L981 1982 1983 I.984 1985 Savings ----- 

85 141 206 227 250 

Projected; expenditures for solar demonstration and applica- 
tion projects for fiscal years 198101985 total $1,026 milLi.'on.. 
After allowing $lL7 miU.ioa for the costs of terminating programs 
premixreLy, elimination of the solar demonstration and applicae 
tioa projects could result iu five-year badger savings of $909 
mlllPOU. 

Some of the- technologies financed by this program, notably 
solar (aoaphotovoltafc) generation of electricity, have been 
crfticized as being so- costly as to be uneconomical, relative to 
other technologies, under all foreseeable circumstances. Critics 
of the demonstration and application program have argued that 
more basic research on materials, such as. corrosion resistance. 
i& solar beating: and cooling and silfcoa production in photo- 
voltaics., would provide c more effectfve method for the government 
to stimulate deveLopmeat of these- technologies in commercial 
appLicatforr- Recent moves by: thet private sector into solar power 
suggest tha.t,. once. the basic. research has been provided, the 
private sector develops- promising technologies rapidly,. without 
public demonstration programs. 

The argument against elimination of the- solar demonstration 
and application projects. is that the cost and performance of many 
technologies is- so speculative that privare industry will avoid 
them,, evesr though some map ultimately prove economically viable- 
Such technologies, which could not be developed by the private 
sector in the near term, could be significantly- delayed or per- 
manentLy- overlooked unless. the government underwrites. the risk 
through demoastratiom. projects.. In addition-, the criteria by 
which the privafe sector mfg.ht evaluate investments Fn solar 
technology could be narrower than- those implied by national. energy 
poUcp.. 



ELIMINATION'OF SOLAR DEMONSTRATION 
AND APPLICATIQN PBOJECTS 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO Views 

For a number of years the Federal Government has been 
spending: millions of dollars to develop solar energy sys- 
tems. Demonstrating such systems is a critical part of the 
overall development process. Among other things, demonstra- 
tions would provide actual operating experience which could 
not be obtained via research alone. Such demonstrations 
would also give industry experience in constructing and op- 
erating such energy systems. As a result, demonstrations 
have been the principal means by which the Federal Government 
helps transfer the energy technology to the private sector. 

Over the past few years, GAO-has examined Federal efforts led Federal efforts 
to. demonstrate various solar energy systems. Specifically, we - becifically, we 
have looked at Federal efforts to demonstrate solar heating, to aem0nscrat.e sular heating, . -3 ~, 
combined solar heating and cooling, and photovoltaic energy :ovoltaic energy 
systems. We also examined some proposed solar demonstrations 3 solar demonstrations 
such as solar power satellites+ bancu an our workr we would Based on our workr we would --. . . 
agree that substantial savings could be realized by elimination ;1 by elimination 
<of certain solar demonstration projects. . However, we are nowever, we are 
concerned that indiscriminate reduction of solar demonstrations :eductzon of solar demonstrations 
would seriously, if not fatallyr- jeopardize the overall success dize the overall success 
of developing solar energy systems. 

In our view, because. of the wide; variety of solar energy 
systems and their potential application, any reduction in y reductLon Ln 
funding solar demonstrations must be done on a case-by-case 
basis taking into consideration the potential benefits as 
well as- drawbacks. This has been GAO's approach in the area lroach in the area 
over the- last few years-. For example., in an April 1979 report, 
we found that within the Federal solar photovoltaic program, . . 
the Department of Energy had over emphasized commercial sector :d commercial sector 
~~rnonc;r~tinn~ rind need& some residential demonstrations.. demonstrations and needed some residential demonstrations.. 
These demonstrations could provide- a early market for selling 
photovoltaic devices.. In: an October 1979 report we- stated that 
solar coo1i.n~ systems. should not be demonstrated because the 
technology was not yet reliable or economical- Similarly, we 
stated in ary April 1978 report that we thought any demonstratior 
of solar power sat&..Utes in the near future would be 
premature- 



Our work does not enable us to agree or disagree with 
CBO's estimate of the potential savings in this,area. 
While we agree that dollar savings could-be achieved by 
elimination of solar demonstration, such decisions should 
be made on a case-by-case basis. Based on our work, sub- 
stantial reductions could be made in such areaseas 
(11 elimination of repeated demonstrations of srmllar so- 
lar demonstration systems and (2) develop+ng more cost- 
sharing arrangements with private industrxes. 

Relevant GAO Reports 

"Solar Demonstrations on Federal Residences--Better P3.;.;ing 
and Management Control Needed," EMD-78-40, Aprrl 14, . 

"Views on the Proposed Solar Power Satellite Research, Devel- 
opment, and Demonstration Program Act of 1978,". EMD-78-61, 
April 13, 1978.. 

"Opportunities to Improve Program Planning for Photovoltaic 
Research and Demonstration," END-79-40, April 19, 1979. 

“Federal Demonstrations of Solar Heating and Cooling On 
Private Residences --Only Limited Success," EMD-79-55, 
October 9, 1979. 

"The: Solar irr Federal Buildings Demonstration Program,"' 
EMD-79-84r August 10, 1979.. 

"Planned Contract Award for the Fort Hood Solar Project 
Should Be Reconsidered,." EMD-80-37, December 7,. 1979. 

'Tiews on the Hydrogen Fuel Development and Use Act of 1979," 
EMD-80-B3p February 21p 1980.. 



ELIMINATION OF SOLAR DEMONSTRATICN 
AND APPLICATION PROJECTS 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO Vie%+! 

GAO has issued a. report tha 
financed research and developmen 
ured#. and d'iscusses. the potentia 
incentives. for the development o 
ment projects and discusses, the 
particularc This report could a 
ing whether R&D projects should 
The report coatains a list of qu 
asked of such progr.ams. 

t addresses how federally 
t spending could be meas- 
.1 for using alternative 
f research and develop- 
photovoltai cs program in 
.id the Cong fess in decid- 
be started or continued. 
lestions tha :t should be 

Relevant GAO Report 

"Assessing the. 'Output ' of Federal Commercially 
Directed RL.DrW PAD-79-69, August 27, 1979. 



CBO Prwosal 
Establishment of F‘ees td Cover Costs of Food Product fnspeetfOnS 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 198.2 1983 I.984 L985 Savings '- v - -. - 

310 32Q 331 343 356 1,660 

The Federal Grain Inspectioa Service is supported in. part 
by fees,. but its adminisfratioa and field supervision costs are _ 
not covered by the collections. The Food Safety aad Quality 
Service protides inspectios and grading services principally for 
the nation's meat and poultry products. The government makes no 
charge for such meat and poultry inspections. If the costs of 
both services were fully charged to shippers and processors, the 
savings to the general taxpayer would exceed $350 million annu'ally 
by-1985.. 

The argument in favor of the charge Fs that the cost of 
inspection is like any other cost of complying with the law and 
should. be borne by the food industry, especially since the users 
of the service are readily identifiable and collection costs 
would not be great. 

i 

Opponents mighe weI.2. contend that, since the charges would 
be passed oa to. the general public, they would contribute to 
inflatiun and be regressive in the distribution of inspection 

i costs - 
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Establishment of Fees to Cover Custs of Food Product InsPections 

@lo SupPleElentary Discussion 

GAO Views In a February 12, 1976, report on the national grain inspection 
system, GAO recommended that the Congress establish an essentially all- 
Federal grairz inspection system and that the system be operated on a reim- 
bursahlabasis. The Grain Standards Act of 1976, which was enacted in _ 
Ocfmber l976, greatly increased Federal responsibility for grain inspection 
and created an official weighing system, The actrecpiredthe FederalGZain 
Inspection Sarerice to charge and collect inspection and weighing fees suf- 
ficient to cover the costs incident to the performance of these services. 
Becauseofprotestsby the grain krdustry, however, the Congress amended the 
act-in September 1977 to provide that the cost of Federal field supervi&ion 
of.inspecti.on andweighing programs be financed with appropriatedfunds. 

The Semite also provides inspection and grading services for rice and 
grain-relatedproducts thatarecoveredby the AgriculturalMarketing Act 
ofl946, as amended. AU costs incident to providing these se-ices, other 
than for standards work, are recovered through user fees. If the grain 
inspection and weighing- services under the Grain Standards Act were sintilar- 
ly funded, which in part would require reversal of the Congress' September 
19.77 action, the Service would be able to reduce its. 1981: request for ap- 
propriations by $23.4 million- 

The Food. Safe* and Quality Selltrice's meat and poultry inspection 
prograu~provides. for inspection of meat and poultry products: moving in 
interstate and foreign commerce- Inspection is essential to protect the 
health and welfare of consumers and is. carried out at slaughter and proc- 
essingplants- 

Title V of the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1952, and Office 
of Management an& Budget Circular No. A-25 dated September 23, 1959, set 
forth the Gaverament's poiicy for charging fees for special s(3Nices and 
ProP=W* Essentially, the two documents state that fees for Government 
satvices and property shall be charged to identifiable recipients who 
receive-direct benefits above and beyond those which accrue to the public- 
at large- GAO guestions.whethermeat and poul+-rv inspection services fit 
llnAar the above! policy because these activities are: provided, for the most 
part, for th~protectionof coms.lmersm 

'Llh~Service~also:~pruvidest foodgrading services. to industry uPon. 
raqUeSlZ These semices are support;ed;primarilyby user fees- 



general policy noted above. GAO recountended that the Congress amend the 
Cotton Statistics and Estimates Act of 1927 and the Tobacco Inspection 
Act of 1937 to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to charge for cottc 
classing and tobacco grading services. Fiscal year 1981 budget estiaate~ 
for cotton classix~g and tobacco grading, including standardization costs, 
totaled $22 s lni.l1i0A. 

* 
Relevant GAO Reports RED-76-71, CED-77-105 



CBO Prop0 Sal 
- 

Reimbursement of Veteran+) Administratioa by Third-Party Insurers 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative ' 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savinffs -mm-e 

200 250 280 330 380 1,440 

VirtuaUy all health insurance policies now contain a clause 
exczludfng reimbursement for covered services performed in Veterans- 
Administration (VA) health care facilities- If a pending legisla- 
tive proposal ta prohibit the inclusion of such clauses is enacted, 
the outlay savings would approach $400 million by 1985'. 

- Under the proposal,. the VA would remain responsible for the. 
fuJ.L cos.t of treatment for service-connected conditions; but for 
treatment of a aon-semice-cowected condition, the third-party 
insurer would have to reinburse the VA on the same basis as it 
would a prWate-sector hospital. 

About 88 percent of the cost of treatment for 6 percent of 
VA patients would be shifted to insurance carriers under this 
proposal. Inasmuch as healrh Frrsurance premiums are actuarially 
established, the effect over time- would be a slight increase in 
premium: rates.- The general public would still. be paying for the 
care: of veterans, but partLy through higher health insurance 
pre?niums instead of entirely through taxes- 



Reimbursement of Veterans Administration 
by Third-Party Insurers 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views 

The issue of reimbursement by third-party insurers 
for health care provided by the Veterans Administration 
has not been the subject of any specific GAO report. 
Kbwever , GAO's periodic discussions on the subject with 
VA personnel have indicated that the VA recognizes the 
opportunity identified by the CaO for additional health 
care recoveries. Legislative proposals have been consis- 
tently introduced on the VA's behalf in the past sessions 
of Congress.- In the 96th Congress, the VA has submitted ' 
a legislative proposal to bring about this change and 
a provision to extend the exclusion prohibition to workmen's 
compensation insurance- The savings estimated by the VA 
for the adoption of the provisions in the first.year are 
$45.2 million with increases to $359.7 million in the 
fifth year. During the first five year.3, an estimated 
$1.45 billion in total would be saved. 

GAO has made a review of the manner in which the 
Defense Department could improve its program for recovering 
the cost of medical care provided to certain beneficiaries 
who also have other insurance coverage.. In addition, GAO 
has reviewed the Departsnent of Eealth, Education, dnd 
Welfare's Medicaid recovery program from third parties 
and provided comments on proposed legislation to prohibit 
placing Medicaid in the position of being primarily liable 
when a patient. has insurance coverage. 

GAO found that DOD could improve its recovery program 
by revising its strategy and first seek. recovery from the 
injured ,beneficiary Is insur ante coverage for, among other 
things, medical care costs for service-connected disabil- 
ities, Under the current Federal Medical Care Recovery 
Act provisions, the DOD.r's. r-ecovery process is cumbersome- 
and time-consuming- DOD is opposed to the recommendations 
made by the GAO to take advantager- where possible, of, 
existing avenues of recovery before pursuing claims under 
the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act, 

GAO has reported to. the Secretary of BEW that some 
states. allow Medicaid to, be placed in 3; position of 
primary liability when individuals have; insurance coverage 
which would otherwise pay for medical services. In adopting 



GAO's recommended changes to a legislative proposal 
introduced in the 95th Congress to correct this problem, 
Congress enacted section 11 of Public Law 95-142. This 
section provides that Federal funds cannot be'used to pay 
for services under Medicaid which an insurer would have 
been liable for except for an exclusion in its contract 
of services covered by Medicaid. On a related matter, 
E,Rc 934 is under- consideration to make Medicare payment 
liability secondary to accident insurance policies. If 
enacted, this provision- is estimated to save substantial 
amounts, For exantplep $187 million is expected to be 
saved in fiscal year 1984. 

Relevant GAO Reports 

HRD-77-f3 
KRD-77-132 
HRD-80-6 



Revising. Judqments as to What Can 6e Afforded, Every year the Congress 

rejects worthwhile new claims on federal resources on the general 

ground that the government cannot afford to do everything .asked of it. 

But the Congress does not systematically go back and review programs 

aTread.y on the books to see if there are some that should be cut 

back on the grounds that they, can no longer be afforded. 



Revisinq Judgment as to What Can Be Afforded 
"GAO Supplementary Discussion" 

GAO Views.. In reviewing this section we noted additional 
potential for savings not mentioned by CBO. As we re- 
ported in earlier reports, unobligated balances of budget 
authority have been growing in recent years.. The 1981 
budget projects over $297 billion in unobligated balances, 
for the end of fiscal year 1981. There. are legitimate 
reasons for large unobligated balances, including the 
need for full-funding of Federal programs to be undertaken 
during the budget year. Eowever, during an analysis 
of Department of Defense unobligated budget authority, 
we noted a means of eliminating a buildup of unneeded 
unobligated balances within DOD programs would be to 
promptly identify recoupments (i..e., .funds in excess of 
program needs) so that the funds could be made available 
for application where most needed, l/ During the course of 
the review, we questioned represent-dtives within- DOD and 
the services, both at the headquarters and the field 'levels, 
to determine whether there was a systematic and regular pro- 
cess by which recoupments were promptly repotted to higher 
authority. We found that excess funds were identified by 
program managers at command levels in the course, of the 
continual management review, but that such excess funds 
were not systematically reported to higher levels. The 
services apparently could report excess funds sooner. 
During our review we identified instances of possible excess 
obligational authority which could have been recouped for 
use by DOD for higher priority,projects or used to reduce 
future budget authority requestis.. 

Relevant GAO Reports. "Analysis of Department of Defense 
Unobligated Budget AuthorityR (PAD-78-34) January 13, P978- 

An Ovecvi;ew- of Unobligated. Balances in Civil Agencies" 
(EAf+78:-48) April;,. 1978.. 

"'Budget Authority for Foreiqrt Mil,itary Sales: is Subs.tantially 
Understated" (PAD-78-72) July ZT, 1978.- 

*Further Implementation of Pull Funding &rr The Federal 
Go.varnment "' (PAD-78.40) September 7, 1978% 

&'Our analysis of unobligated balances in civil agencies. 
did not address the identification of recoupment pro- 
cess within civti agencies, 



- CBO Prc&sal 
STRATEGY v: REVISING 3UDcMENTS &3 TO WHAT CAN 5E AFFOSXD 

Adjus tntent of Social Securfty Cost-of-Living Increases: 85 
Percent of CPS Instead of 100 Percent ~ 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

L98L 1982 1983 1984. I.985 -m--- Savings 

2.',700 4,800 7,600' LO,600 L3,900 39,600 

Every July, Soda1 Security benefit payments are adjusted 
upward by amounts equivalent to the percentage rise, Fn the CPI 
during the preceding year. If the law were changed so chat the 
Jrilp 1% l.980, increase and all subsequent annual increases- were 
limited to 85 percent of the inflarioa rate instead of LOO per- 
cent, the outlay savfngs would be- very large-nearly $14 billion a 
year by 198fc 

One argument for such a limitation is that Sacial Security 
benefits are' uoc subject to income or payroll taxes, so that a 10 
percent cost-of-living adjustment provides greater after-tax 
protection for a Social Security beneficiary than it does for a 
person whose. income is the same,. but taxable.. While this reason- 
ing supports some lintitatios on Social Security cost-of-living 
ad-j.ustments, it does aot lead to a specific limitation; an 85 
percent limit was: chosen as being within a plausible range of 
limits* 

Opponents; of any such change point out that the average total 
incomes of Social Security beneficiaries are below those of 
persons still in the work force, so that thus they are already 
less. able- ta cope with the escalating cust of living. Further-- 
mote, the- suggested change >,would gean abandoning the cmmnitment 
made by the Congress in L97'2 legislation to protect fully .the 
elderly and the disabled from the impact of inflation. 

'Ihe issue uikimately comes 'dowu to the question of whether, 
whea uatfoaally real personal incomes- are Ievel or falling,. same 
groups in the population should. be given greater protection 
against the?: effects of Fnflatiorr than other groups. Current 
law gives greater protectioa to SociaL Security beneficiaries. 



If the decisfou should, be that the government cannot affotd 
to cont+nue to give such brotection, thexz con!Otency would re- 
qtire imposing &nits on the cost-of-living Jacreases paid under 
ocher federal programs, such as civilian and military retirenent- 
Whether an fdenticaJ. or a different li&.t would. be. appropriate 
would depend ou further analysis of' speciffc program am& pro- 
posals. 'But eirtknsion of k&e l?imi.tFtig p.rincl;ple.to the other 
programs could lead to further annual savfngss.Ln eicess of' $4 
billion in 1985.. 



Adjustment of So,cial Security Cost- 
of-living Increases: 35 percent 
,9.f Xzp.1 Lastad of JQO. Perzant 

“GAO Supplementary Discussion" 

GAO Views, The issue of lowering the rate at which Social 
Security benefits are indexed is closely related to the 
issue of whether the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is an appro- 
priate index for use in indexing these payments. (See 
GAO supplementary discussion: Xodification of Indexation 
of Federal Programs..) Some analysts feel that the use of the 
present CPI overcompensates beneficiaries for the effects 
of inflation. Modifica.tions of the index have been suggested; 
The use of an alternative, index could potentially achieve 
budgetary savings- closely approximating those estimated for 
the 55 percent limit. aowever, modifications of the CPI or 
arbitrary substitution of a different index raises serious 
questions concerning the credibility of our statistical 
system. In addition substitution for, or modification 
of the CPI, could just as easily achieve an effect, over 
the long terxt, that is the opposite of what is expected. 

The imposition-of an 85 percent Limit, as CBO notes, 
suffers from ti,vo, major drawbacks-:. 1) it is arbitrary, and 
2) it requires a judgment as to who should be fully protect- 
ed from inflation, and who should bear the burden. However, 
if one is interested in reducing budgetary expenditures by 
reducing Social Security benefit payments, the imposition 
of a limit on the rate of indexing has at least two advan- 
tages.. First,. it makes, clear the purpose of the reduction 
(unlike reducing expenditures by changing price- indexes), 
Secondly, it provides greater assurance that the estilnated 
reductions will actually be ac,hiev,ed, as opposed to the 
uncertain effects of changing price indexes. 

Relevant GAO Report, PAD-79-22.. 



- CBO 2ragosal 
Once-a-Year Cost-of-Lfving Ad$~~tzuents~ for Federal Retirees 

SAvings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in UlcLlions of dollars.) Five-Year 

1981. 1982 W83 1.984 I!985 . ---I ~SqrLngs 
. 

803 L,O44 1,086 l,L4L 1,212 5,286 

The monthly benefits af federal civilian and military retirees 
are adjusted twice a year to. reflect current changes in the CX. 
Both Budget Committees have recommended that the cost-of-living 
adjustments for federal retirees be made only once a year, as is 
the- practice for Social Security benefits. If this were done 
effective July, 1, 1980, the annuaL outlay savings (based on 
the: CBO projection of future inflation. rates) could exceed $1.2 
billion by 1985.. 

The cost of such satings would, of course, fall on retired 
federal .persounel, both ~ailitary 'and C;iviLian. The argument for 
the change is that it would bring about consistency of treatment, 
at least with respect to the frequency of inflation. adjustments,' 
for aJ.2. federal retirement programs.. Retired government. workers 
would ua Longer receive greater protection against inflation- 
caused erosion of their benefits than that accorded Social Security 
retirees.. But the federal. retirees. could argue that their- pay 
whFle.Fn actFve, service was kept below comparability with the 
prFvate sector by Limits: imposed for budgetary reasons,. and that 
the twice-a-year fnflation adjustment they now receive is a proper, 
though rough,. recompense for the pay caps imposed on itheru during 
their working Lifetimes. 



Qhce-a-Year Cost of Living 
Adjustztents for Federal Retirees 

'GAO Suppleaentary Discussion' 

GAO Views.. The impact of inflation on expenditures for 
civil service and military retirement programs was analyzed 
in a recent GAO report cited below (P-AD-79-22) . This report 
emphasized. that indexing was not the only source of growth in 
spending for these programs during the period 1970 to 1977. 
Increased participation and higher real benefit levels were 
found to be just as important in contributing to.the growth 
of spending on these programs. This rqort cited two earlier 
GAO reports which addressed more directly the issue of cost- 
of-living adjustments. 

Anothe-r GAO rep0r.t cited below (FPCD-75-80) maintained 
that the Federal annuity adjustznent processes were far more 
generous than. the processes used by sost non-Federal employ- 
ers to adjust pensions. GAO recommended that the law be 
changed t; pro&de for annual adjustments based on the per- 
centage rise in the CPPL during the preceding year.. It 
also iecommended that Congress repeal the provisions which 
pemit retiring- employees to receive higher starting annuities 
because of changes in the CPI before their retirement. GAO 
further recommended that new retirees' initiaL cost-of-living 
adjustinents be prorated to reflect only CPI increases after 
their effective dates of retirement. In. the last report 
cited beloml. information in support of this latter'recommen- 
dation is provided, 

Relevant GAO Reports. PAD-79-22, FPCD-7640, FPCD-78-2. 



Capping of Pay Raises for FedetaL Whfte-C6llar Employees 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(IP milUons of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 L982 l&3 1984 1985 . Savings -w--v 

950 760 710 6.30 380 3,430 

r:n the CZO baseline cost projection, salary levels for 
federal whfte=colLar employees are assumed to rise 10.3 percent in - 
L98L and an average of ,8..6 pertest annually in the- next four 
years. If, instead; the increases were capped at 7.5 percent, the 
savings would exceed $3.4 billion over the. five-year period. 

White-collar federal workers’ salaxLes are, by law, adjusted 
annually in order to maintain comparability with compensation 
paid for similar work- in the private sector. In recent years, 
the annual adjustment has for budgetary reasons usually been 
held below the level that surveys indicate is necessary to main- 
tain comparability. The Administration has. proposed legislation 
that would, if enacted, significantly alter the policies and 
procedures for determining comparability, particularly Fn the 
consideration of fringe beneffrs, and could lead to lower annual 
adjustments- Pending enactment and fulJ. development of the 
Adxidistratioa's PrOpOSed- reforms, the Congress could continue the 
practice of accepting an arbitrary cap OR white-collar pay raises. 

Federal workers: would argue that repeated pay caps destroy 
the principle; of comparability and threaten the< ability of' the 
government to maintain a qualified and competent work force. Al- 
though federal benefits may differ from those avaiLable in the 
nonfederal sector, opponents of arbi tramp limits on white-collar 
pay increases believe that further caps would be. both unfair and 
unwarranted- 



Capping of Pay Raises for Feder,al White-Collar Employees 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO views. GAO &li'e$es the &edibility and equitability of the 
white-collar comparability process has suffered because of re- 
peated use of Presidential alternative plans, or pay caps. One 
of the. objectives of the Federal Pay Comparability Act of 1970 

'was to provide periodic adjustments to Federal pay through admin- 
istrative rather than congressional action, Normally, the 
Congress is to become involved. only if the President believes 
that a full comparability adjustment is not warranted because 
of "national emergency or economic. conditions affecting the 
general welfare," whereupon the President can send the Congress 
an alternative plan, Although the system has resulted in annual 
pay increases, the President has used the alternative plan au- ' 
thority for 6 of the 10 adjustments under the act. 

Also.,. even though the act requires that comparability be 
based on I;eve-ls of work, only 3 of the 10 'adju'strirents 'have 
varied by grade level, Five graduated comparability determi- 
ndtions have been adjusted to reflect uniform increase. This 
results in overpaying and underpaying certain grade levels and 
affects the overall equity and credibility of the pay process 

Because of the 19.78: and 1979 pay caper Federal white-collar 
workers have lost ground- to- their private sector counterparts, 
particularly at the higher levels --a comparability adjustment 
in 1979, would have required an increase of 15-43 percent for 
GS-15 employees.. 

Various probLemc in the white-collar pay process have 
created a problem.with both taxpayers and Federal employees. 
We and others have made several recommendations to correct 
these problems and we support the thrust of the proposed 
legss&ptionG,whicnr ,fo.r ,#e yhFte-coUgs sy,stem would 

-compare benefits as welL as pay with private sector 
compensation, 

-include State and locaL governments irr the annual. sur- 
veysp and 

-establish &.ary scheduIes; that are mote in Line- with 
LocaLity pay practices, 

The proposed IegisLatiorr, however, does not,cLarify-the 
condzitions under which am aLternakive: plan may be proposed. and 
makesl it more difficult for the! Congress. to Fverturn a plan, 



Currently either House of the Congress may reject an 
alternative plan by a majority vote, after which the corn-- 
parability adjustment goes into effect. Under the proposed 
legislation both Houses would have to disapprove an alterna- 
tive. plan. Xf th.e President disapproved of the j,oint reso- 
lution a two-thirds vote in each House would be requiked 'to 
override the alternative plan.. 

We realize that the President needs and should have 
alternative plan authority to confront unusual situations. 
We believe,. however', the process would be more credible 
if the President used the alternative plan authority only 
in those instances' where specific information demonstrates 
that a national emergency. or economic conditions affecting 
the general welfare exist and that use of the. alternative 
plan is part of an overall policy of fiscal restraint. 

We recommend that the Congress amend the law to further 
limit the President's use of alternative plans to insure that 
they will be used in situations which are more indicative of 
national emergencies or economic conditions affektiing the 
general welfare, 

provided 
This could be accomplished in a number of ways,. We 

‘the following options in order of preference: 

1. 

T, 

3. 

Require a majority vote of both Houses of Congress 
in order for the President to implement an alter- 
native plan- 

Require the President to demonstrate how the plan 
contributes to remedying the national. emergency or 
severe economic conditions and to insure that Federal 
employees are treated consistently with private sector 
employees,. 

Specify in the Law what constitutes a "national emer- 
gency or economic conditions affecting the general 
wdfare" in justifying aLternative plans, 

Relevant GAO Reports... FPCD-80-L?, November 13, 1979.. 



CBO 2ropoSal 

Reduction of Funding for. Coamunity Development Block Grant Program 

Saviags~ by Fiscal Year Cixnulatfve 
(in miLlhis of aollars) . Five-Y ear 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings ----- 

25 140 290 420 530 1,405 

NOTE: The estimated- year-by-year and* cumulative savings. are. - 
based on six-year old data,. and are thus subject to severe 
qualification. 

Outlays for the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) ' 
program could be reduced by eliminating: assured funding for the 
one-third least-needy large cities, or: about 200 out of nearly 
600. 

The loosely restricted CDBG funds are currently used by 
cities for- a Large number of purposes, making it difficult to 
estimate the precise- effect of any loss of funds.. But pragram 
regulations. require some targeting on neighborhoods. with concentra- 
tions of needy persous, with a larga share of a&-CDBG spending 
going to, housing rehabilitation and neighborhood upgrading pro- 
grams c If funding were, elizainated, such services could be cut 
back.. 

The CDBE program is second onl‘y to CETA as a source of 
relatively unrestricted federal funds for those cities that ,are 
eligible, and for some of these cities- CDBG funding accounts for 
more; than: haL.f of all federal grants received. 

There is ao evidence that the almost 200 least-needy bene- 
ffciarp cities.. spend their CDBG- funds less wisely or efficiently 
than: the other. beneficiary cities. The- argument for a funding 
cutback must therefore rest on the general ground that the federal 
government cannot afford to continue aU programs at current 
leve&c 



Reduction of Funding for Community Development Block Grant Program 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views: 

Deficiencies in the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
processing of applications for nonmetropolitan discretionary block 
grant funds have caused funds to be given to some communities which 
did not have the most promising programs, thereby decreasing the 
effectiveness of these funds.. GAO recommended that the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development strengthen its procedures for j 
processing applications from. nonmetropolitan communities.. 

2elhv'ant GAO Repofts 

CXD-78-157 



- 
Reduction of Support for Health Professions 

CBO Progosal 
. Programs 

Savings by F'iscal Year Cumulative 
(in millioas of dollars) Five-Year 

'I$81 1982 1983 1984 1983 Savings e---e 

50 250 350 450 500 1,600 

ELiminatfng capitatfon grants to all medical and other health 
profassfous schools would save about $600 million over the next - 
five years.* If the: schools chose to increase tuition to offset 
the lost revenues, tuitions would increase by $,140-$220 for nursing 
students and as much aa $780 for medical students. Students might 
choose to cover such. tuition charges through increased borrowing, 
which already averages about $18,000 (over four years) for medicA1 
students. While the debt load Fs high in absolute terms, it is 
low in relatioa to the beginning net income of physicians, now 
over $50,000 a year. 

Another $1 bflU.on could be saved over the next five years by 
phasing out the National EIealth Service Corps (NHSC) scholarships 
and the NESC i.tselfW The scholarships now average about $12,700 a 
year for each recipient and are given to. 6,.660 students, including 
9- percent of aLl medical students. Eliminating the scholarships 
would probably not affect total medical school enrollments, but the 
students would increasingly come from higher-income families. 
Ending the: NHSC and the NHSC scholarship program would reduce 
access: to medical care- for people in underserved areas. In l.979, 
870 areas+ and 818,000 people were served by the 'National Health 
Service. Corps . 

The basic argument against the N&IX is that ft represents 
excessive federal involvement in the direct delivery of medical 
care. The federal government pays the full cost of the health 
care provfdersc The presence of such federally paid practitioners 
diminishes the attractiveness of the area for private practi- 
tioners.,. and thus. may preclude long-run marketplace solutions 
to; the problem- 



RedUG~iOn Q~f i%UE)pOzrt 
For Health Professions Programs 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views 

The elimination of capitation grants to all medical 
and other health professions schools could save millions, 
of Pederal dollars. over the next five years. However, 
we would question the potential savings of $600 miLlion 
projected by CR0 and point out that there are certain 
negative consequences to a comprehensive reduction in 
such support. 

According to a GAO staff study (RRD-78-105), withdrawal 
of Federal capitation support may have serious consequences 
for some medical schools, particularly those with only 
limited access to resources from other Federal, State,- and 
private sources. Moreover, increases in tuition to offset 
loss of Federal capitation funds could bring marked change 
in the socioeconomic characteristics of their student body.- 

The phasing out of the National Health Service Corps 
(NHSC) scholarships and the NBSC itself could result in 
substantial savings of Federal funds.- However, the. NHSC 
is an integral part of the Federal effort for providing 
health care to several hundred thousand people throughout 
the Nation who would otherwise be unable to obtain such 
care- We would not support this proposal. 

However, although not mentioned by CBO, GAO believes 
it is doubtful that a separate loan repayment program is 
still needed to attract physicians to HEW-designated 
shortage areas. (HRD-77-135; chapter 4, page 46) in view 
of the (I) expanded Corps scholarship program and number 
of physicians expected to be available for shortage area 
service and (2) discretion available to the Secretary of 
Hm under the Health Professions Educational Assistance 
Act of 1976 to. repay the newly authorized feder'ally 
insured health professions student loans.. Therefore, 
consideration should be! given to whether the loan repay- 
ment program for physicians needs to be: continued since 

-it has. not induce3 substantial;numbers of 
physicians to enter shortage adea practice and. 



--many physician participants apparently received 
windfall repayment of their education loans by 
the 'Federal Gover.iment since they wbuld have 
established their practices in those shortage 
areas anyway - 

Relevant GAO Reports 

ERD-77-135 
HRD-78-105 



- 
Reductfoa of Funding for CETA Public Service Employment Tit&e VT 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cuntulative 
(%n &Uions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 em--- Savings 

523 572 630 689 758 3,172 

-By the end of fiscal year 1980, approxbmately 200.,000 public - 
service employment (PSE) jobs wiIl be funded under Title VI of the 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). If average PSE ' 
enrollments: were reduced to 150,000 during each of the next five 
ffscaL years,. the total outlay satings in Title VI would equal 
approximately $32 billion- 

The stated aim of the Congress in- reauthorizing CETA in 1978 
was to provide Title V7f jobs for 20 percent of the number of 

,.unemployed in excess: of 4 percext of the total labor force, and 
for 25 percent of that uumber if the national unemployment rate 
is above 7 percent. Funding for fiscal year 1980 finances approx- 
imately 40 pement of the- s-tatutory goal, while fis.cal year 
L981 funding for an average of UO,OOO jobs. wouLd fulfiI.1 about 
15 percent of the statutory goal. 

Reducing the number of Title VT jobs. would cause an increase 
in unemployment; however, the size of this increase depends on 
the extent of fiscal. substitution-that is, on how many PSE jobs 
would have been: created anyway by state and focal governments or 
community-based organizations- The federal government is likely 
to bear some of the costs of increased unemployment through other 
federal programs, including, unemployment compensation, Social 
Security, food stamps-, publfc assistance payments, Medicaid, and 
veterans' benefits. Those increased costs would offset some of 
the direct job. cast savings. The s.ize of the offsets would 
depesxd; on the extent of substitution,. but expenditures would be 
Likely to increase by $LOO to $300 milliorr. in fiscal year 1981. 
Recent changes ,in CETA in;. L978-increased. targeting and PSE wage 
restrictlons-dec~~ase: the likelihood. of substitution in compari- 
SOR to pz%or,.less restricted PSE programs- 



Reduction of Funding for CETA Public Service Employment Title VT 
',.,T, I 
GAO Su@pletient'ary Mscussion 

GAO Views. We have not reported on the. effect that 
a reduction in Public Service Employment (PSE) fund- 
ing would have. on State and: local governments oper- 
ating the PSE programs or on the Federal budget. 
GAO reports. have addressed: such issues as partici- 
pant eligibility, enrolling th.e: most qualified appli- 
cants and the transition of participants into jobs 
not supported- by CETA.. GAO has stressed, the impor- 
tance of moving participants out of the program and 
into- unsubsidized employmerrt in order to provide the 
maximum number of eligible applicants the opportuni.ty 
to benefit from the title VI program. 

CETA requires that not less than 80 percent of 
the funds allocated under title VT are to be expended 
only for wages and employment benefits- to people 
employed in public service jobs.. It would follow, 
therefore,) that a reduction in enrollment for fiscal 
years 1981 through 198Sfi as presented in the CBO re- 
port, would result in reduced outlays for CETA's title 

.VI program. for this period.. The net reduction in 
Federal. outlays.would depend on the extent of fiscal 
substitution and the probable- increase in Federal 
expenditures in other areas such as public assistance 
payments- 

Relevant GAO Reports.. HRD-79-101, HRD-78-57, HRD-77-53.. 
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CBO Proposal 

Reduction of Funding for Lower-Income Housing Assistance ?rograms 

S&xt%gs by Fiscal Pear Cumulative 
('in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings w--m- 

100 LOO 20Q 500 900 1,800 

Every yearr the federal government increases the number of 
IowerLncomc f&lies for which it- makes long-term rent subsidy 
c0uanitments . . About 240,000 families will be added during 1980 
to the 2.8 million househo.lds for which such commitments are 
currently outstanding. The Administration has requested funding 
sufficient TV aid what Liz estimates will be an additional 300,000 
families in 198L. Maintaining the I980 increment of 240,000 in 
L98L and thereafter would result in annual savings of $500 million 
by 1985.. Rafsfng tenant rent payments in subsidized housing 
from the current m&%%um of 25 pefcent of fainfly income to 30 
percent of income would resulr in additional savings and would 
reduce outlays even relatfve to current policy, rising to $900 
mfllioa in: 1985. 

Lowering.tha number of new. subsidy commitments would, of 
course,. reduce- the number of additional families receiving housing 
assistance- The 1980 increment of 240,000 represents one of the 
lowest program growth rntes in recent years; even so, it is an 
percent increase in the number of lower-income persons receiv- 
ing aid- 

Raising tenant rent payments-would cost assisted families an 
average- of about $25 extra a month; but their out-of-pocket 
housing costs would stil.2 be weJ.2 below the 39 percent of income 
that the typical unassisted lower-income renter now pays- 

i 

i. 

Long-term funding requirements could also be: reduced if 
more relLancg, were placed on existing housing instead of on 
ne construction or substantial rehabilitation. The Administra- 
tiou'~; propoaed program mix. Fn fiscal year 1981 is. 40 percent 
ecdstlng hoCsfng and 60 percent new construction or substantial 
rehabilitation- If instad. the mix: were 50-50, outlays would be 
about $350 miU.iop: more during the five-year period (because of 
the shorter Lead time required: to lease existing units), but 
savings would! begin: to. appear irr 1986' and: would. amouol~ to several- 
bLLl;f;orr- dollars, over the! 30-year l.if e of the subsidy commitments.. 
Ta the eztent that the? program also semes to bolster the housing. 
construction fndusirp,_ thiw change- would mean somewhat less 
support for that' puxjose~ 



ens 0tFundi.m forbwer-Bxom 
EbusixmAssistancePmarams 

"G&O Supplemntary Discussion" 
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Relevant c33!!3 Reborts.. 

PAL78-13 

PAD-76-44 

m&79-I.5 



Relaxatfoa of Davis-Bacon Wage Requirements 

Sav&qs by Ffscal Pear 
(in mflllons of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 --I_-- 

134 144 153 160 168 

CBO Proposal 

Cmu~ati7e 
Five-Y ear 

Savings 

759 

The I.931 Davis-3acoa Act aad 77 related federal statutes 
require that wages- paid on most federal and federally assisted 
construction projects equal the prevailing wage in the local area 
of the project. Where there is no. majority of workers paid at an 
identical rate, the wage scale paid to at Least 30 percent of 
local; workers is- used. The practical effect, particularly Fn 
urban areas, is that workers OIZ federal projects receive union 
scale, instead of .au avenge focaUty rate* Repeal of Davis-Bacon 
might result in outlay savings of more than $160 million a year by 
1985 in just the three largest federal construction programs: 
tilitarp; Environmental Protection Agency construction grants, and 
ground transportation construction. 

Thrz estimated cost of the Davis-Bacon requirement, as given 
above+ is based err recent studies by the General Accounting Office 
and. the Council OP Wage and. Price- Stability.. Those studies. have 
bee= criticized for using limited data and failing to adjust for 
asserted productftity differences- To the extent that higher-paid 
workers art mo,re productfve, higher wages. may not; translate 
directly into higher costs- 

Defenders of Davis-3acon argue that it saves the government 
mooey .by excluding unqualified contractors and by preventing 
labor relations. problems at construction sites.. They also contend 
that the law's r.equiremeato add stabflity to the construction 
industry,. thereby making less. difficult the recruitment, training,. 
and mafntenanc% of skilled labor. . 

It is probable that repeaL of- Davis-Bacou would lead not only 
to: some reductioxr ix construction cysts. OP federal projects, but 
would. also. tend-to reduce upward pressures- on wage rates. at 
nonfederaL pro.jects; irr the same localities- While there would 
probably bcr some: affsetting costs of the kind claimed by the- 
crftics of repeal, their magnitude cannot be calculated.. 



RELAlW-lYfON OF DAVIS-BACON WAGE REnUIREMENTS 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO Views.. We strongly agree with, ,and support, CBO's comments 
that repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act and removal of its wage 
determination requirements would result in substantial savinss 
on Federal or federally financed construction costs, 

As. stated in our report to the Congress, we believe that 
the Congress should repeal the Davis-Bacon Act because 
(1) significant changes- in economic conditions, and the economic 
character of the construction industry since 1931, plus the 
passage of other wage laws, make the act unnecessary, (2) after 
nearly 50 yearsc the Department of Labor has not developed an 
effective program to issue and maintain current and accurate 
wage determinations; it may be impractical to ever do so, and 
(3) the act results in unnecessary construction costs of 
between $200 and $500 million annually and has an inflationary 
effect on the areas covered by inaccurate wage rates and the 
economy as a whole.. 

XIX addition, the Davis-Bacon Act, along with the weekly 
payroll reporting requirement of the5 Copeland Anti-Kickback 
Act alsa result i.n substantial unnecessary administrative 
costs (between $100 and $200 million annually) for contractors-- 
which are ultimately passed on to the Government--and for 
aqencies to administer and enforce the act's- requirements. 

Critics of our report, such as OMB and the Secretary of 
Labor, contend that the Davis-Bacon Act is still needed to 
protect the construction workers and that the problems in 
implementing the act could be resolved through administrative 
action including, where appropriate, modification of Labor's 
regulations.- 

We disagree. The Davis-Bacon Act covers less than 
one-fourth of the estimated. 4 million construction workers, 
The fact that the remaining 3 million workers who work on 
projects not covered. by the act are among: the best paid 
workers in the country indicates to us that construction 
workers- do not need the 'Vspecial protection" the critics 
dew essential.. 

8 
Also,. inour opinion, the problemstand- inadequacies we 

have identified--over almost 20 years of reviews--cannot be 
corrected or improved significantly by any administrative 
action, modifying regulations or applying additional resources 
to the.program- Obstacles, inadequacies and problems continue 



to hamper Labor's attempts to develop and issue accurate 
wage rates based on prevailing rates in localities. In 
our view, the act is impractical to administer--it cannot 
be effectively and efficiently administered. 

Further, improving the administration of the Davis-Bacon 
Act prevailing wage determinations may slightly lessen or 
dampen, but not eliminate, the act's inflationary effect. 
Only the repeal of the act would return the determination of 
labor costs on federally funded or assisted construction 
projects to the forces of the competitive marketplace and 
eliminate the act's inherent inflationary effect- 

In conclusion, we believe- that the concept of issuinq 
prevailing wages as stated in the Davis-Bacon Act is funda- 
mentally unsound. We do not believe the act can be effec- 
tively, efficiently, and equitably administered. The act 
should be repealed- 

Finally,. an increasing number of conqressional members 
are advocating repeal of the act, This is evidenced by a 
recent House bill introduced in the 96th Congress for repeal 
which had- about 75 cosponsors.. Others seeking repeal, in 

#addition to. GAO, include, but are not limited to, the Associ- 
ation of General; Contractors, Associated Builders and Contractors, 
Inc-.; the American Fam Bureau Federation; many leadinq econo- 
mists, such as Arthur Burns; many contractors, and a number of 
State legisl.ators.. They believe, as GAO does that the law has 
outlived its usefulness, is inflationary, is impossible to 
administer and should be repealed.. 

Relevant GAO Reports, HRD-79-18, April 27, 1979, "The Davis- 
Bacon Act Should Be Repealed." 



CBO P roe, 0 sal 
Reduction of Spending by the Small Eusiness Administration 

Sa.v$,ngs. by Fiscal Year Cumulat fve 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Savings --m-- 

50. 125 160 195 230 760 

The SmaXX Business Administration ('SBA) provides management, 
technical, and financiaL assistance to small; businesses. If its 
projected spending were cut back by 20 percent, the outlay 
savings. during: the next five years would be over $750 million. 

Several different measures would permit a reductioa in 
SBA expenditures- A 20 percent cut in both the direct and the 
guarantee Loan programs would lower outlays for loans, losses, 
guarantee repurchases, and administratLve costs. If SBA borrowers 
were charged the government's cost for the capital Loaned- 
fnstead of about 2 percent less -annual savings after several 
years: would exceed $40 million,. Another measure to limit S8A 
spending would be to revise the definition of a small business. 
Under the current definition, about 96 percent of all nonfarm 
businesses UOIJ qualify for??BA assistance- 

c 
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Reduction of Spending- by the Small. Business Administration, 
!~~S;AP.,,~.u~~le~.~,ntary,,Di~cussion" 

GAO Views 

Obviously, any cutback in direct and guaranteed loans 
would reduce outlays, etc.., but since. SBA is the lender of 
last resort any cutback in direct loans and guarantees 
would prevent some small businessmen from starting a new 
business or expanding their business.. Such a cutback could 
also cause some existing businesses to go out of business 
if working capital loans could not be obtained from SBA. 

But, as we pointed out in two reports, SBA simply does ' 
not have the resources to effectively analyze and service loans 
approved in its major loan program. Short of realigning its 
current personnel or requesting additional staff from the 
Congress, one option we suggested would be for SBA to limit 
the number of loans it approves. 

The definition of a small business needs attention. We 
pointed out in one report that SEA%--size standards, which 
control eligibility for SBA assistance, have been.developed 
without apparent consideration of the size of busmesses most 
in- need of Federal assistance.. We recommended that SBA's size 
standards be reviewed which could, under given circumstances, 
result in reducing the number of small businesses eligible 
for SEA assistance.. 

In another report, we pointed out that small business in- 
vestment companies, funded by SBA, are providing c-lients with 
loans similar to SBA's major business loan program, and con- 
cluded that continued Federal participation in this program 

s was questionable.. We suggested .tiat the Congress take a hard 
look at this program and. require SBA to fully justify i.ts 
continuing need.. 

Relevent GAO Reports 
, GGD.-76-24 

CED-79-10.3: 
CED;78;.L49- 
cuwa-4s * 



Reduction in Procurement of Aegis Cruisers 

,,:avings by ETlscal Year Cumulative 
Lgal(ih nillibn$ of dollars) Fiire-Year 

I.982 L983 1984 1985 Savings e-v-- 

25 Ls5 356 651 877 2,064 

The CBO baseline. projection- used in estimating 1981-1985 
spending assumes' that: U Aegis cruisers will be procured fn that 
pSiOd.. If the number. were cut bat+ to one a year, the five-year 
outlay-reduction would exceed $2 billion. (The Administration has 
recently proposed 19814985 procurement of 16 Aegis cruisers.) 

The Navy coatends that carrFer strikes near the Soviet 
homeland would be da important means of gaining control of the 
seas during a major European conflict. The Aegis cruiser would 
have sophisticated missile-defense systems that, the Navy argues, 
are necessary to protect U.S- carriers within the range of Soviet 
land-based airpower; In peacetime, the existence of such highly 
capable s.hfps in the fleet could increase the credibility of a 
U.S. navaL presence+ wherever the fleet is deployed. 

Proponents. of a slowdown in Aegis procurement point out that 
the sophisticated systems involved have yet to be proved fn sea 
trials.. They also argue that the combat scenario for which the 
Aegis cruiser ia ultimately designed is an unlikely one, and that 
it would be better to keep up procuremenr of'less-e%pensFve 
(though less-capable) ships, thereby making it easier to sustain 
the widespread deployments- that may be required of the Navy. 

. 



REDUCTION IN PROCUREMENT OF AEGIS CRUISERS 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION. 

GAO Views- 

CBQ states. that the S-year outlay could. be reduced by 
$2 billion if construction of Aegis cruisers is slowed down.. 
This position is based- on (1) Aegis has yet to prove it- 
self in sea trials and (2) the combat scenario (operating 
in high threat areas) for which the Aegis cruiser is ulti- ’ 
raately designed is an unlikely one, and that it would bea 
better to keep up procurement of less-expensive (though 
less-capable) ships, thereby making it easier to sustain 
the widespread deployments that may be required of the Navy- 

GAO agrees that a slow, down in construction rates 
would reduce o.utlays; however, GAO has pointed out in pre- 
vious reportst that low. production rates are one of the major 
factors contributing to. increased weapon systems costs, . _ _- 

In several. reports, GAO has raised questions on survivability 
and expressed. the opinion- that it is highly questionable whether 
the Navy wilL be able to survive when operating in high threat 
are-as such as attacking the Soviet homeland, 

GAO has recommended. that,. rather than assuming the carrier 
to be the centerpiece of futur,e forces, the Navy's missions 
shuuld be prioritized. and analyses of alternative ways to fulfill 
its missions be made- Lf this were done and/or if operations in 
high threat areas were ,modified, GAO believes that additional 
potential savings could be achieved in the procurement of other 
sophisticated weapon systems such as carriers, aircraft, and 
submarinesc 

The Secretary of Defense: has stated in his E'Y-,198l annual 
report that our priorities for use= of naval. forces-including 
carrier battle groups- in a: NATO: war are scenario dependent- 

RELEVANT GAO REPORTS 

Impediments. to Reducing: the Costs of Weapon Systems, 
E'SAD-80-6p No.vember 8 ,. 19-7?- 



c30 Proposal 

Elimination of Procurement of the KC-IO Tanker 

Savings by FYscal Year Cumdatfve 
(Fn~$.Uonsebi dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1983 1984 1985 -e-e- Savings 

IL4 14.T 245 145 f2 623 

Tlifs option would- end procurement of all. 14 KC-10 rankers 
assumed in the CBO baseline projection for fiscal years X981-1985. 
(The Administration recently increased it+ procurement objective 
for this period to 20.) 

The KC-10 is a wide-bodied jet (the DC-l.0) modified to 
accomplish aerial refueling. Its purchase is justified by the need 
to refuel cargo and tactical aircraft during long, nonstop uansits 
associated with Persian Gulf and other Third World coatingencfes- 
Because of.its large'size and range, the KC-10 is much better 
suited to long-range deployments than the existing, smaller KC-135 
tankers, The fleet of about 600 KC-135s is primarily committed to 
refueling strategic bombers.-in the event of a nuclear war. 

The long range of the KC-IO is much less, important for a 
faraway conflict, however, if the United States secures overflight 
and landing rights at intermediate stops, as it has in most pre- 
tiourp airlift operations. Furthermore, even without overflight 
and landing rights, KC-USs. could refuel U.S,. cargo and tactical 
aircraft in a Third. World mission. The KC-135s devoted to this 
effort would uot, however, then be fmutediately available for 
stratgic bomber refueling, were a nuclex war to occur with little 
warning. 



ETimination of Procurement 

of the KC-10 Tanker 

GAO supplementary Discussion 

GAO views. Having: studfed tanker requirements to support. wartime plans, 
the Air Force has concluded that its tanker assets are inadequate. However, 
GAO believes that the Air Force aerial tanker studies did not adequately 
address some pertinent issues affecting aeria1: refuel'ing requirements, 
Teft a number of uncertainties as to the scope of wartime aerial refueling 
missions unresolved, and,, in some- cases,. contained inadequate data. As a 
result, the, requirements appeared to be overstated.. GAO concluded in August 
1979 that the Air Force-must make a realistic determination of the minimum 
dmount ijf aerial rCfueliilg- capability it must.have and will be able to use 
effectively before further increasing its aeria? refue7ing capabilities. A 
key factor that must be considered is the potentiaT .for individual tankers 
to supportmore than one mission's requirements. 

The A.ir Force has implemented programs to modern-i ze its tanker force: 
and increase its capabilities by installing Targer and more: efficient engines. 
On the KC-1 3% and buying’ newS and larger tankers, the KC-IO. Generally, 
acquiring the KC-10 appears to be the more. efficient and economical method 
for providing additional fuel storage capacity. There may be a need, however, 
for operational flexibility which is attainable by reengining (the smaller but 
more numerous KC-735s.. The optimum mix of these alternatives is uncertain- 

The current Air. Force program to procure the KC-10 advanced tanker 
cargo aircraft, a derivative of the DC-10 commercial freighter, shows that 
DOD has agreed with the Air Force on its need for the KC-lo. However, there 
dues, not appear to be a firm ROD position or underlying justification concerning 
the total quantity needed. The number needed sti 71 seems uncertain and elusive. 

The need for the KC-10 tanker is contingent on the Air Force (1) realistic- 
alTy. determining its additional tanker requirements,. if any,. and (2) determining 
the propermix.between-altema.tives formeetfnq those rqui rements. Until 
the: Air Forcet does this, the extentitneeds the KC-101 remains uncertajn.. 
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Termination of XX Missile Program and.Expanslon of Sea-Based 
Deterrent 

Savings. by 'F%$cal Year Cumulative 
(in millions of dollars) Five-Y ear 

198L 1982 L983 L984 1985 savings -m--m 

873 1,507 1;,57'4 2',035 3,905 9,894 

E.the: MX missile program were halted, and lf a portion 
the- savfngs were shifted to the more, rapid development of the 
Trident If missile and to: the procurement of eight Trident sub- 
mar%nes: during the next five years. (instead of the five assumed 
the: CB(X basetine projection), the L981-1985 savings could approach 
$lo~lJ5Llfon. Some of these savings would be offset in the long run 
hy tk hAgher operating costs of a sea-based system and, if Trident 
procurement' were Limited to an additional, eight submarines, the 
United States. would have Less. strategic capability than is cur- 
rently pIanued.. 

Lie case for and against the MX is too complex to be thor- 
oug.hl$ summarized in'& page. The points below merely highlight 
some of the lssues- 

Advocates: of the ?4X believe that the United States should 
malnttin a triad of straregic forces--consisting of bombers, 

. ballistic missile sumtines, and land-based missiles-each capable 
of surviving a Soviet first strlke. The HX missile system, they 
argue, is needed because existing- Land-based missiles could 
vulnerable to a Soviet strike by the mid 1980s. The MX could also 
provide? other advantages:, including the capability for more rell- 
rnbl&. command aad control links and an increased capability 
attack such "hard". targets as missile silos and couxnand bunkers- 

. 

r , ? 
: * 

Opposition to- the: MX missile system has centered on its 
harhtarget destructlou capabilities, and the potentiaL cost 
lnsuting that a< reasonable number of missiles could survive 
Sotiet. firstLstrike;c Without the! restraints of the Salt II treaty, 
the Sovliets could.expaud their arsenal of missiles aimed at the 
system9 whlcfr. coax& substantlaJJ.y increase- the costs of a surviv- 
able XC nd.ssille: system.. These costs, and ewfrouuzental problems 
assocl;a.ted with, the MX,, havet led some to think that,. Ff federal 
sgeudfng mu'st be reduced, deveL:apment and deployment of the morr 
acmth Ttident II missi2.e aboard: addltioual. Trident submarines 
&ghtprovide sufficfent capabuty-. 



TERMINATION OF MX MISSILE PROGRAM 
AND 

"43%F&%$l'63N~~QF iS&BA,SED DETERRENT 
GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO VIEWS 

During the course of GAO audits of the MX weapon system 
we reviewed many studies which analyzed different technrques 
for enhancing the survivability of our intercontinental 
balIistic missile (ICBM) force. Final decisions on the basing 
mode remain to be made and will be based upon military 
judgment as: to what is needed-to provide survivability to our 
ICBMs. in view of the future threat, Our report issued on I 
February 29, 1980, did point out that the high estimated cost 
of at least $56 billion for the MX system raises a serious 
question regarding its affordability. We also noted that ther 
are many cost and schedule uncertainties and, while the basmg 
mode has been selected by the Executive Branch, the Congress 
has requested that other alternative be studied. 

e 

The CBO report on t1 The CBO report on the other hand questions whether the 
United S----- United States needs to continue with a strategic Triad force-- 
intercontinental bal intercontinental ballistic missilesp submarine launched 
ballistic mi ballistic missiles (SLBM), and bombers-or whether the, latter 
two. would SC_--- two. would suffice, This issue goes beyond a comparison of cost- 
The implications of The implications of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks 
treaty verif- treaty verification requirements, the possibility o,f a. loss of 
accuracy with SI accuracy with SLBMs, and the future survivability of land- 
based VI based versus sea-based systems are, important considerations. 
A TRIAD verE~ A TRIAD versus DYAD strategy for deterrence has been studied 
by the DOD, by the DOD, GAC GAO. has not challenged the decision to maintain 
the TRIAD concept because: the TRIAD concept because: 

-the. DOD has-addressed this issue on several occasions 
with Congressional. Committees, and, 

-the need for a TRIAD versus DYAD is a military policy 
decision, It is not GAO's policy to make judgment on 
military strategy.. 

GAG. has; no: basis fur commenting on the cost savings 
that CBO cites; by terminating tier MX and expanding Trident, 

RELEVMT GAO' REPORTS 

"The MX Weapon System--A Program W3th Cost and: Schedule 
Uncarta&nties"'- (PSAD-B&29,- Eebruary 29: 1980)- 
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Elimination of the Military Assistance- Prowa= 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumuli3 tfve 
(in miXlfdas of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 -- 

0 110 

The Military 

1983 1984 1985 -m- 

120 130 LSO 

Savings 

510 

Assistancr Program (MAP) providas military 
equipment and services to support the military forces of U.S. 
allies * Today eiqht countries receive signiffcaut amounts of MAP 
funds, with the. Phillipines and Portugal receiving the most. The 
Administration has greatly reduced MAP in favor of credits and 
foreign m.iUtazy sales backed by U.S. guarantees. This option , 
would eliminate M.&F entirely beginning Fn fiscal year 1982. 

The Administration has supported the elX,minatioa of &II?, 
apparently on the- judgment thatthe U.S. allies can retain strong 
forces without this aid. On the other hand, the high cost of 
Fmportiag petroleum, coupled with the weak world economy, has. 
created serious problems in some countries of strategic Fmpor- 
tame to the- United States (Turkey, for example). mx3:, i.t may 
be necessary to continue providing equipment and services to some 
couutries-,. either th.rough MAP or through other mans. 



Elimination of the Military Assistance Proqram 

"GAO Supplementary Discussion" 

GAO Views 

Over the years we have. examined the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the Military Assistance Program and in cases where a country's 

economic position improved we. recommended elimination of the program.. 

We have not performed any recent reviews. of the Military Assistance 

Program primarily because of the declining program 'levels. Some 

reductions in this program are possible, however, we question whether 

the program should be eliminated in view of the flexibility it gives 

the U.S, Government in carrying out sensitive foreign- policy matters. 

The recent events in South Asia and the U.S. response either to 

prov,ide assistance to certain countries or seek access to facilities 

il l'ustrates. the need to have a program which can be used to quickly 

respond to such. problems- Also, we: believe the critical world 

economic situation and its effect on key allies such as Turkey and 

Po.rtuga.l argues against eliminating the.Military Assistance Program. 



Hospital Cost Containment a30 Proposal 

Savings by Fiscal Year Cumulative 
(in millious of dollars) Five-Year 

1981 1982 1983 1984 -&!+a5 h8Vi11gS 
A--e- 

370 1,400 3,000 5,000 7,200 16,970 

Federal outlays for Medicare and MedfcaLd would be, reduced by 
an estimzlted.. $370. mfllion. in 1981, increasing to $7.2 bflliau in 
1985, if the- Congress. were. to enact -the Admfnistratioa's legis- 
lative proposal for limiting hospital revenue increases; from' 
1979, levels- Other payers, such as state governments,. private 
insurers, an& individuals., would benefit proportionately. Total 
savfngs, public and private, are estimated at $40 bfllion over the 
next five years* The Fmpact of the proposal would be large enough 
to lower the: estimated 1985 CPI by 0.6 percentage point. 

The ra,tiouele for the proposal Lfes in the nature- of the 
market for hospital services. The role of physicians in medical 
decision making,. combined with extensive third-party payment 
&=aIlgelJlWltS-, eUminates- much of the pressure to contain costs 
that is found in markets for other services. 

Opponents: of the measure alle.ge that the- limitation, on 
revenue growth would force, hospitals to cut down on essential 
serrrlces and expose them ta increased deficits or reduced sur- 
plusesW Physicians sight suffer a reduction in hospital-provided 
resources available. in their practices. Patients. might lose 
access to s& services,. and could find the quality of care not 
improving as much as it otherwise would have (although they would 
pay less far care), ' 

The advantages- of the, approach include substantial savings 
in expenditurgs, .a re+tFvely -smaIl amount of red tape far a 
regulatory proposai, an";i: the opportunities provided for states to 
substitute; their own cast containment programs. Disadvantages 
include I brake on investment by hospitals in new technologies. 
and: unequal treatment of sf.miJar hospitals.. 

. .' 
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GAO Supplementary Discussion 

There is significant potential to reduce hospi.tal 
costs and a limit on revenues may be a good temporary 
measure to encourage hospitals to operate. more efficiently. 

In a draft report just sent to HEW and others for 
comment, we point out that hospitals are not making 
extensive use of proven cost-effective management tech- 
niques. These techniques included preadmission testing, 
admission scheduling, nurse staffing systems, use of 
generic drugs and drug formularies, .energy cons;r;;;ptn 
measures, and sharing services and equipment. 
on revenue may make it advantageous for hospitals to 
make greater use of these techniques. 

The draft report points out the considerable impact 
that some State prospective ratesetting programs (for 
example, Maryland, New Jersey, Connecticut, State of, 
Washington) have had on restraining the. rate of ho;s$rtal 
cost increases compared to the national average. 
therefore would support a proposal allowing those (States 
whose programs are successful to continue them. We also 
suggest that other States be encouraged to adopt prospec- 
tive ratesetting programs using the successful programs 
as a model. 

Relevant GAO Reports -_,I^/ : 6 . 
Rising Hospital Costs Can Be Restrained By Regulating 

Payments and Improving Management. (Report in draft 
status.. Sent to agency for comment on March 6, 1980), 



SAVINGS ON THE REVENUE SIDE: REDUCTIONS IN TAX 

EXPENDITURES AN0 TIGHTER ENFORCEMENT OF EXISTING LAN 
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CBO Prqosai 
Private Hospital ,Bonds 

Revenue Change by 
(in billions -of 

1981 1982 1983 -m- 

Revenue Lass Ulrder 
Current Law. o*s 0.6 0.6 

Revenue. Increase 
fromRepeal of 
Tax Exemption on 
Neu Issues- 0.1 0-L 0.2 

Fiscal Year 
dollars) 
1984 1985 -- 

0*7 . 0.8 

0.2 0.3 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Revenue 
Lncrgase 

0.9 

‘The. use of tax-exempt bonds. to finance private hospital con- 
struction has increased significantly in recent pears,. A total of 
$3.4, bilZ,ion in taxmempt hospital. bonds was issued in 1979, 
at%ounting fiir about S'pe*W~t of all I;odg+.kitm tkx'%$em$t firianc- 
ing fp that year. Over half of all new hospitaL coastruction in 
197'9. was financed with. taxwempt bonds- 

The argumerrt. for repe&ing the tax exemption for private 
hospital beeds is that mos-t evidence indicates that there is a 
surplus-- of hospf.ti beds in the United States, and that excess 
hospital beds: contribute to increases k hospital prices.. As a 
result,. direct federal subsidies for hospital construction have 
bee= sharply cut. back In recent years.. 

TIie argument against repealing the- tax exemption for private 
hospital boads is &a&, even though there may be an excess of 
hospital beda aationally, sane areas still lack adequate hospital 
facilities,. But tax-exempt bond financing may not be the best way 
of assisting such areas,. since the local governments may not have 
t;fig financial ss;rength to abtain favorable boqd razings and thus 
gain: access. to’ tax-exempt bond markets- . 

. .- 



GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views 

While we have not done specific audit work in this 
area we support the proposal to. repeal the use of tax 
exempt hospital bonds because of the current excess 
hospitaL beds in most parts of the country- 

The resulting slowdown in new hospital construction 
could better enable local health planning agencies to 
identify the health service needs (including hospitals) 
for their areas,. and to possibly alter existing services 
to meet identified needs. While this may not be possible 
in all: areas, many health service areas have excess capac- 
ity of some services and inadequate- capacity in others. 
Through appropriateness reviews and other techniques, 
health planning agencies may be able to exert pressure to 
modify existing facilities and alter services. to accom- 
mociate health needs without new construction. 

In summary,, the proposal could have a beneficial 
financial. impact, and could give health planning agencies 
greater leverage and. a more. positive role in improving 
health services in these geographic areas of responsibility. 

Relevant GAO Reports 

None, 



Repeal of Rome Insulation Tax Credit 

Revenue Change by Fiscal Year 
(lxx billions of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983. 1984 1985 mm--- 

Revenue Loss Under 
Current Law 0.4 0.4 00.4 02 0.s 

Revenue: Increase: 
from Repeal u-4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 

CSO Prqosal 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Revenue 
Increase 

2.2 

In the Energy Tax Act of 1978, the Congress established a 15 
per&~ tax credit, up to a aaxixnum of $300, for home insu.I.ation 
and other energy consetvatioa devices- 

The argument for repeal of the credit ls that it generally 
does not provide an effective incentive to marginal purchasers of 

:insul.ation, but instead is a windfall to those who would have 
purchased insulation in any case, The credit has been used 
primarily by higher-income taxpayers: who, in response to a near 
,&ipling in home heating costs, probably would have insulated 
without the. credit- The credit may aLso have contributed to 
artifirtll increases ti the cost of insulationc 

Tk argument for the credit is that, although many of the 
beneficiaries would' have insulated sooner or later without the 
credit, the. subsidy may accelerate their purchases by .a few years, 
thus reducing. short-term U-S- dependence on foreign oil. 



REPEAL OF HOME INSULATION TAX CREDIT 

GAO SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION 

GAO Views 

GAO hasr in past reports, generally- supported the concept 
of providing consumers with tax credits for installing insula- 
tion and other energy conservation devices- GAO has not, how- 
ever, specifically discussed the- effectiveness of the 15 per- 
cent tax credit established by the. Energy Tax Act of 1978* 

In reports and testimony dating back to 197Sr GAO has 
supported the use of tax credits to encourage, consumers to 
purchase and install energy conservation devices in their 
homes- In 1975 testimony before the House Ways and Means Com- 
mittee, the: Comptroller General presented alternative energy 
proposals developed by GAO, One such proposal was: for pro- 
grams of tax credits and low interest loans to encourage 
installation of energy saving measures such as storm windows 
and doors and insulation. GAO reaffirmed its support for tax 
credits for homeowners who, install energy conserving devices 
in a 1977 report which evaluated the Administration.'s April 
197 National Energy Plan and in a 1978 report which evaluated 
the Federal Government's energy conservation efforts: 

In a recent report which assessed the nature, of reported 
problems involving the availability, safety, andi effectiveness 
of insulation materials, GAO did not assess. the effectiveness 
of the tax credit in causing consumers to install insulation., 
The tax credit was discussed only from the s.tandpoint of being 
one of several Federal programs which encourage the installa- 
tion of insulation. 

We have no< performed any work which would enable us to 
agree or disagree with CBO's estimates of the potential savings 
or' revenue increase in this area=. We would Like to: point out 
however, that we continue to support energy conservation as a 
very significant part of national energy policy.. The Congress 
may wA.sh tc consider the impact repealing the tax credit may 
have on the public's perception of the seriousness of the. 
Federal. Government"% commitment to energy conservation- 

Relevant GAO Reports 

"‘Pederzl Efforts- to Ensure the Effectiveness and Safety of 
Thermal Insulation Can Be ImprovedPr EMD-80'-4r November 2fTV 
19.79:* 



"The Federal Government Should Establish and Meet Energy 
eokervatibn Goals," EMDA78038, June 30r 1978. 

"An Evaluation of the National Energy Plan," EMD-77-48, 
July 2Sr 1977. /. 
"National Standards Needed for Residential Energy Conser- 
vatiorrr"' RED-75-377, June zar 197% 
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Taxation of All Unemployment Insurance Benefits 

Revenue Change by Fiscal Year 
(ia billioas of dollars) 

1981 1982. 1983 1984 1985 mv-.-- 

Revenue Loss: Under 
Current Law 3-l 2.9, 23 2-l 1.8 

Revenue Gain- frour 
1978 Act (compared 
to old Law) 0.3 01.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Additioual Revenue 
Increase from FuU 
Taxation of Benefits 3-L 2.9 2.5 2.L 1.8 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Revenue 
Increase 

I.2‘.4 

Before 1979:, 8 series of' Internal Revenue Service rulings 
served as the basis for exempting from taxation unemployment com- 
pensation paid under most government programs; The Revenue Act of 
L978 altered this: treatmezat by partially taxing benefits received 
by individuals with incomes- over $20,000 and married couples. with 
ilIcomes over$25,00a* 

The revenue gain from the L978 law change will amount to 
about $300 milJ.fos a year over the next five years- Because the 
income limfts specified in the provision were set so high, how- 
ever,. the 1978 act did not affect the majorfty of taxpayers. If 
unemployment payments were made fully taxable for alI. individuals., 
the additional revenue gain would be about $3-1 billion in 1981, 

Expanding the current taxability of unemployment payments to. 
include aJ..L workers wu.J.d. remove any differences- in the kc treat- 
ment between privately paid unemployment compensation and govern- 
ment benefits- Supplementary unemployment benefits. from private 
employers have always been considered fully taxable income because- 
they are intended to replace lost taxable: earnings, RemovFng tie 
tar exclus-ion for unemployment benefits; would also reduce- the 
current l.aw.'s. kentives. to Low- and middleAncome individuals to. 
remalrr unemployed; the- level of payments. made to unemployed 
workers is now; frequently Croser to. the aftertax fncomez they could. 
*ecefve froze working, 



Taxation Of All Unemployment Insurance Bene.fits 

GAO Supplementary Discussion 

GAO Views- GAO recommended in an August 1979 report 
that. the Congress consider including unemployment 
compensation in taxable income. Doing this has merit 
both in. increasing equity and in providing reci;?ients 
with; a better financial incentive to seek work. 

When compensation is nontaxable, recipients in a. 
high tax bracket benefit more from the tax-fre: 
nature of unemployment compensation than reclplents 
in 6 lower tax bracket. Furthermore., recipients 
with working spouses benefit most from this inequity. 
As one of two workers in the family, these recipr- 
ents would normally be in a higher tax bracket than 
if they were sole wage earners. 

Taxing compensation would reduce the percentage of 
income replaced during--unemploymentc Boweyer, thss 
would increase many recipients' financial rncentlve 
to seek employmentc rn the August 19.79 report, GAO 
pointed out that interviews with 3,000 persons receiv- 
ing unemployment compensation showed. that compensa- 
tionr e,ithar alone or combined with other Income, 
replaced' an average of 64. percent of a recipient's 
net income before unemployment.. About 25 percent of 
these persons replaced over 75 percent of their net 
income and about f percent replaced over 100 percent, 

The Revenue Act of 1978 revised the tax exempt status 
of -unemployment compensation. Compensation will now 
be: taxed. if adjusted gross income exceeds certain 
levels.. Howeverlz because the income limzts were set 
so: highr only a small. percentage of those who collected 
unemployment compensation should be: affected- The 
act became ehfective in 1979, and it will be reflected. 
in taX returns- filed by April iS, 1980.. 

GAO ditt not estimate the additional revenues to be 
gained from taxing: all unemployment compensation but 
agrees with CEO that the potential e$+s for sub- 
&anti& revenue in this area in addrtlon to the 
other benefits cited above, 

Relevant GAO Reports- HRD-79-79.. 



cso Proposal 

ADDITIOKAL WITZ-IOLDING AND BETTER ENFORCEXENT 

Isstftution df WithhaIdi&g on ‘Interest and Dividend Income 

Cumulative 
Revenue Change by Fiscal Year 

(in billions of dollars) 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 --m-- 

Revenue Increase from 
15 Perceat Withhold- 
ing: on Interest and 
Dividends 6-S ‘3&3 3.7 4-2 4.6 

It has- been estimated that as much as $14 billion in interest 

Five-Year 
Revenue 

Imraase 

22.3 

and dividend income goes unreported by taxpayers each year, resul- 
ting in billions of uncollected tax dollars.. If 1.5 percent of 
such income were withheld at the source, more revenue would be 
collected, and tax evasion 'and fraud could. be. reduced.. The reve- 
nue gain would result from a one-time speed-up of receipts in the 
initial year of enactment, and the. collection of taxes on pre- 
viously unreported income.. While sow taxpayers would undoubtedly 
coatinu~ not to report all of their interest and dividend income 
(and thus, only 1.5 percent of it would be collected as a tax), many 
others would probably be induced into a full disclosure and would 
be: taxed at aD: average marginal rate of 25 percent, 

The proposaL has been consistently and strongly opposed by the 
financial community on the grounds of excessive administrative 
coats and inconvenience- Yet banks,. savings and loan associa- 
tions, and dividend payers are already required to file annual 
information: reports; for all taxpayers who receive over $10 in 
interest or dividend income, and the additional chore of withhold- 
ing should not be unduly burdensome, Tha Internal Revenue Service 
would aLso incur additional administrative and compliance costs. 



pdO Views. CBO proposed d.revenue. increase of $22-3 billion 
over 5 years by withholding 1.5 percent on. interest and divi- 
dends, GAO strongly sup_oorts this proposal. 

Our research for a 197'7 report on the withholding tax on 
wages convinced us that the tax system would be both iaore 
efficient and more equitable. 1 'f withholding were required on 
as many forms of income as possible, The overwithholding we 
found in the. withholding tax on wages would be only a very 
minor problem for interest and divid.ends if the withholding 
rate is kept as low as 15 percent, as CR0 suggests. Provi- 
sion might also be sade for additional voluntary withholding 
on dividends and interest; some persons with significant 
amounts of this income sight prefer to pay their full tax 
through withholding and avoid the need to file a declaration 
of estimate& tax. 

As. CEO points out, several proposals for withholding on 
dividends and interest have beerr rejected because of the 
administrative burden it would inpose on the payers. It is 
worth remembering, howeverr that the same concern yas. express- 
ed when the w-ithholding tax OIT wages was proposed. In the 
early 1940's, Dyers of wages adjusted then, and now handle 
a far more complex withholding system apparently without ex- 
cessive discomfort, 

Relevant GAO Renort, PAD-78-5 .I .,+ '. .<. .a. _,i,. 



CBO I?ro>o’sal 
Institution of- Wirhholdtig ou Independent Contractors 

Rki~veme.Chsnge by Fiscal Year 
(in billions of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 -m-m- 

Revenue Increase from- 
IO Percent WYthhoId- 
fng on Independent 
Contractor Income: 0.6 O-6 O-7 0.9 In1 

Cumulative 
Five-Year 

Revenue 
Increase 

3.9 

Recent studies have indicated substantial. underreporting of 
inc&ne by so-z&led. "independent coutractors," These include 
realtors, insurance agents, construction workers, truck drivers, 
and others. whose relationship with those from whom they receive 
income is not as close- as the normal employer-emplo.yee telation- 
Ship - A 1979 study by the Yntemel Revenue ServFce sug.gested that 
almost 50 percent of all workers who are currently treated as 
independent contractors by the IRS do not report any of their 
compensatfonc 

The Administration has proposed legislation. that wduld 
require that LO percent of payments to independent contractors be 
withheld at. the source for taxes.. A subcommittee of the- House- 
Comm&ttee LIZ Ways. and Means reported a bill (H.R- 5460) Late last 
year incorporating this. Adminfstratioa.proposal., and action by the 
full committee is. expected this year. The Administration estf- 
mates that Lo' percent withholding would result in a revenue. in- 
crease of at= least $600 million a year- 
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Increase in IRS Audit and Collection Resources 
. 

Rev&i&e ClWnge ,%y Ffscal Year 
(in billions of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 -v-mm 

Increase i&Tax. 
Revenues- O-3 0.8 1.2 le.7 2.L 6.1 

Increase ie IRS 
Resources. 
(outlays>. 0.1 0.1 0.2 ,--v -- 0.2 0..3 

Net. Revenue 
Increase 0.2 0.7 L*L 1.5 L-9 

Cwl~ative 
Five-Year 

Revenue 
Increase 

Nate: Details may not add to totals beCltlse of rounding. 

According ta the Internal Revenue Service, every additional 
doU.ar appropriated for tax examinatian puqoses generates $4 to 
$5 df tax revenues,. and every additioual dollar appropriated to 
collect unpaid accounts generates $18 to $20,. On the. basis of 
them estixnates,. an increase in IRS: appropriations of $50 million. 
(5 percent. of the current budget) in each of the nex: five years 
could provide- net: budget savings of about $0.2' billion in 1981, 
growing to $l+S billion. in 198.5, with a five-year cumulative 
savings oF $5.3' billfon, This option entails no increase in tax 
rates but only tie more efficient collection of sums already owed 
the government under current law- 
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